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Foreword
i was tremendously honoured to lead the canadian bilateral observation mission 
(caneom) to Ukraine for the Parliamentary elections of october 26, 2014. our 
election observation mission was sponsored by the government of canada through 
the department of Foreign affairs, trade and development, but operated fully 
independently from dFatd and the government of canada. i am proud of the hard 
work of our election observers, and am pleased to present, herewith, our final report.

Ukraine faces many challenges at the present time. the autonomous republic 
of crimea has been invaded and occupied by the russian Federation. two of its 
eastern oblasts are currently enduring armed conflict and foreign military intervention 
by the russian Federation and extremist militias, which has led to thousands of 
deaths. both of these phenomena have resulted in hundreds of thousands 
of internally displaced persons. the economy is grappling with the fiscal challenges 
of supporting a de facto war effort and simultaneously dealing with energy shortages, 
disrupted trade and supply chains, and the costs of having lost control of sections 
of its territory. the government is also facing the urgent need to reform its institutions 
and practices.

despite these challenges, the Ukrainian people came out to vote proudly and in 
great numbers, exercising their democratic franchise and affirming their right 
to determine the destiny of their parliament – and by extension, their country. this 
was my fourth time serving as head of mission of a canadian bilateral election 
observation project in Ukraine. every time i am impressed by the resilience of 
the Ukrainian people, and by the dedication with which the vast majority of electoral 
officials conduct themselves and fulfill their mandates.

Ukraine’s democratic and pluralistic traditions run deep. it is not that Ukraine needs 
to learn democracy. it is still in the process of asserting its democracy in spite of 
obstacles – some of which are external, and some of which are unfortunate legacies 
of its Soviet past.

our role was to “observe, record, and report”, and to provide an assessment of 
the democratic progress being made by Ukraine – the law governing the election, 
the execution of the election by all relevant interlocutors, authorities, officials, and 
the level of participation of the people. our job was also to make an assessment 
as to whether these elections met international standards for democratic elections. 
it is this mandate that dictates the focus and form of the following report.

Following the Euromaidan movement and the Revolution of Human Dignity, there is a 
tangible change in the political culture of the country. there is a detectible energy – 
particularly among the youth – that insists on democratic values being allowed 
to flourish and demands government free of corruption.

it is in this context that the october early Parliamentary elections were held. 
the citizenry of Ukraine is engaged and is asserting its right to participate 
meaningfully in the political process and to hold to account its politicians and 
government officials. 
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i am pleased to be able to report, on behalf of our mission, that the Parliamentary 
election in Ukraine, held october 26, met international democratic standards. 
despite the illegal occupation of the autonomous republic of crimea by the russian 
Federation and continuing destabilization in parts of Ukraine, a majority of the 
Ukrainian people freely exercised their democratic right to vote.

our mission deployed observers to every region of the country, except occupied 
crimea where no elections could be held. in fact, we were the only international 
mission that had long-term observers based in the luhansk and donetsk oblasts – the 
two eastern regions destabilized by armed conflict. despite the continued destabilization 
in parts of these two regions, voters had access to many polling stations located 
in areas under the control of the government of Ukraine – and the people braved 
intimidation and threats, and voted.

overall, the campaign in Ukraine took place in accordance with international standards 
and domestic electoral laws. though there were some irregularities in this 
election – as there are in any election, anywhere in the world – there was nothing 
systematic in the irregularities our mission observed, and this election was a substantial 
improvement over the parliamentary elections held in 2012, when significant 
irregularities were recorded throughout the campaign leading up to, on, and after 
election day.

the 2014 campaign environment was characterized by a broad plurality of political 
parties and electoral actors – there was no shortage of choice. the current crisis 
facing the country had a material impact on the campaign, increasing its intensity, 
importance, and influencing the rhetoric of campaign participants.

while this report outlines significant ongoing improvements over the parliamentary 
elections in 2012, there were new challenges. in previous Parliamentary elections, 
the safety and security of our election observers – or of voters in general – was 
not an issue. during these elections it was one of our primary concerns. Furthermore, 
because of the illegal occupation of crimea and the destabilization of parts of 
the donbas region by the russian Federation and the militants it sponsors, 
coordinates and controls, more than 4 million Ukrainian citizens were deprived 
of their right to vote. this fact presented new challenges to the electoral adminis-
tration in Ukraine as it sought to re-enfranchise as many people as possible who 
are directly affected by foreign occupation.
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a significant and positive development notable in these elections was the increasingly 
strong presence of civil society organizations and activists. Particularly prominent 
on party lists were Euromaidan activists and journalists. they joined several of 
the parties, stating that their goal was to advance, through the political process, 
the reforms that they believed the country needs. civil society groups continue 
to flourish and have become a wealth of information for all participants in the 
democratic process. these are very healthy developments in a democracy.

additionally, there was a significant improvement in how authorities dealt with 
violations of the electoral law. when problems were reported, the law was generally 
enforced and upheld by the authorities. this is a fundamental shift in the state’s 
role – from an interested party to a genuine referee ensuring the conduct of a free 
and fair electoral contest.

on behalf of the caneom mission core team, i would like to extend our sincere 
gratitude to our observers for doing an excellent job in monitoring over 3,000 polling 
stations in a professional and disciplined manner.

i also thank the government of canada for its support and funding of this mission, 
and for its unwavering support for the people of Ukraine and the democratic process 
in the country. our mission appreciates the cooperation and support of our profes-
sional and capable staff at the canadian embassy in kyiv. i also extend my appreciation 
to the many government officials from the central election commission and various 
other Ukrainian government departments and agencies.

this election was a triumph of the people of Ukraine, who continue to insist 
that no degree of adversity or malice will stand in their way of exercising their 
democratic rights.

the path to true democracy is not easily paved but the 2014 elections demonstrated 
that Ukraine is carving that path with proud determination. i am sure canadians 
welcome and commend the commitment of the Ukrainian people to strengthening 
their democratic processes, and are proud of the leading international role canada 
is playing in assisting them to do so. 

Senator raynell andreychuk
head of mission
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Key Conclusions:

• as compared to the last parliamentary 
elections held in 2012, the holding 
of these elections presented new 
challenges, such as access to voting 
in occupied or conflict-affected parts 
of the country. the enfranchisement of 
large numbers of internally displaced 
persons, and safety and security concerns 
for voters and election officials were 
most noteworthy. however, the elections 
took place on time and authorities were 
able to plan for and meet these challenges. 

• a majority of the Ukrainian people freely 
exercised their democratic right to vote 
in the early parliamentary elections. 

• though many Ukrainians were unable 
to vote due to the violence in donetsk 
and luhansk oblasts and the illegal 
russian occupation of crimea, the 
outcome of the elections genuinely 
reflects the will of the people, and 
the elections themselves took place 
in accordance with Ukrainian law. 

• the elections broadly met international 
standards for democratic elections, and 
the authorities generally enforced 
the law when faced with complaints or 
violations of electoral or criminal law. 

Executive summary
overall, caneom observers found that the 2014 early parliamentary elections met 
international standards for fair and free elections.

About the Elections:

• the 2014 early parliamentary elections resulted from the dissolution of Parliament 
by Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko on august 27, 2014, by presidential decree, 
in accordance with the constitution of Ukraine.

• Ukraine’s electoral system is set out through its Law On Election of Peoples’ Deputies. 
Ukraine uses a mixed parallel proportional majoritarian electoral system whereby 
225 mPs are elected on a proportional basis through closed party lists in a multi-member 
nation-wide electoral district, and 225 mPs are elected in single-member districts 
by attaining a plurality of votes.1 a 5% threshold is applied for the distribution of 
the 225 seats under the proportional component of this electoral system.

• elections could not be held in 27 electoral districts: this was not possible in 12 districts 
due to the continuing illegal occupation of the autonomous republic of crimea and 
city of Sevastopol by the russian Federation, and elections could not be held in the 
remaining 15 districts due to ongoing violence in the luhansk and donetsk oblasts. 

• in practice, 198 mPs were elected under the single-member district component 
of these Parliamentary elections. 

Observation Mission:

• caneom registered 36 long-term observers (ltos) who arrived in Ukraine on 
September 27, 2014. additionally, caneom fielded 152 Short-term observers (Stos) 
and 10 accredited core team members as part of the delegation. 

• caneom’s combined lto and Sto teams were able to observe in 93% of electoral 
districts where elections were held in the lead up to election day. 

• caneom was the only international election observation mission to have ltos based 
in luhansk and donetsk oblasts to undertake election observation field-work. 
caneom coordinated freely with other international missions for the deployment 
plans of ltos and Stos to ensure election observation missions had maximum reach.

• overall, caneom observers were able to monitor over 3,000 polling stations on 
election day, and observed over 100 polling station openings and over 90 closings. 
observers also worked tirelessly in cold conditions to observe the counting and transfer 
of ballots, a process which in some cases took several days and nights to complete.

• the mission met with numerous civil society organizations, political party representatives, 
security and government officials, members of the central election commission (cec), 
and other important election stakeholders to gain valuable insights into the pre- and 
post-election periods. these discussions contributed to many findings in this report.

Finally, this report expands upon caneom’s 2014 Ukraine Early Parliamentary 
Elections Preliminary Report, which was published on october 27, 2014. 

1 Section 3 of article 1 of the law on the election of Peoples’ deputies. this electoral system was 
adopted in november 2011. 
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caneom subscribes to the Declaration 
of Principles for International Election 
Observation and Code of Conduct for 
International Election Observers. in all 
of our mission’s activities, caneom 
pledges to adhere to all domestic laws 
and to respect the core election obser-
vation principles of impartiality and 
non-interference. all election observers 
were required to sign the code of conduct 
and to attend training on international 
principles, standards, and the code of 
conduct for election observation itself 
before being allowed to participate in 
the mission. 

ElEcTION OBSERVATION 
STANdARdS

in order to determine whether the results 
of the early Parliamentary elections 
reflected the will of the people, a set of 
international standards was used to assess 
the election process. these include:

• a fair legislative framework, 

• universal and equal suffrage,

• impartial and transparent election 
administration,

• level playing field for all contestants in 
the campaign,

• an election process free of pressure 
and coercion, 

• an independent media, 

• balanced media coverage,

• access to effective remedy for 
violation of electoral rights, 

• a secret ballot,

• a voting and counting process free of 
manipulation that accurately reflects 
voters’ intent.

CANEOM Practices, Mandate 
and scope
the scope of the mission included 
observation of the following components 
of the election system:

• the function of election commissions;

• election campaigning;

• adherence to electoral law;

• media coverage;

• media freedom from undue influence;

• election disputes and court cases;

• Freedom from intimidation;

• Freedom from illegitimate vote 
influencing;

• observation of election day opera-
tions and execution;

• vote count, tabulation, and transfer 
following the closing of polls.
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the early Parliamentary elections in 
Ukraine took place as the country faces 
existential threats to its sovereignty and 
territorial integrity at the hands of 
aggression by the russian Federation 
and illegal armed extremist elements, 
alongside a myriad of economic and 
social challenges. the november 2013 
Euromaidan movement, in which thousands 
of people peacefully took to the streets 
to protest against then-President 
viktor yanukovych’s refusal to sign the 
eU-Ukraine association agreement, 
transformed into the “Revolution of Human 
Dignity” in response to the brutal state 
violence and anti-democratic measures 
used to suppress the protests. the 
movement empowered the Ukrainian 
people and galvanized society, returning 
to the citizenry the leading role in deciding 
the future course of the country’s 
development. 

after President yanukovych fled kyiv 
on February 21, 2014, Parliament, in 
accordance with the constitution of 
Ukraine, appointed Parliamentary speaker 
oleskandr turchynov acting president, 
and early Presidential elections were 
announced by Ukraine’s Parliament 
for may 25, 2014. 

POlITIcAl  
BAcKGROUNd

in march 2014, the russian Federation 
invaded and occupied the autonomous 
republic of crimea, violating interna-
tional law and agreements. on march 16, 
an illegitimate referendum was held in 
crimea after which the russian Federation 
illegally annexed crimea, directly violating 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. in april and may increasing 
violence occurred in donetsk and 
luhansk oblasts. there was evidence 
of russian Federation involvement in 
fomenting, supporting, and coordinating 
destabilization by extremist, criminal, and 
separatist elements. in april, Ukraine’s 
military, law enforcement, and security 
agencies launched an anti-terrorism 
operation (ato). 

the may 25, 2014 Presidential election 
was a pivotal moment in Ukraine’s 
democratic development and was judged 
by the international community to have 
met international democratic standards 
and to reflect the will of the Ukrainian 

people.2 Petro Poroshenko was elected 
President, receiving a majority of the 
vote in the first round of the election.

after the dissolution of the majority 
coalition in Parliament, President 
Poroshenko3, on august 26, called 
early parliamentary elections for 
october 26, 2014. 

in the months following the presidential 
elections, Ukrainian military and volunteer 
forces in donetsk and luhansk regained 
considerable territory from russian-
backed extremist elements. in late 
august, there was an incursion of regular 
russian military and heavy weaponry 
into the region. agreements4 signed by 
representatives of Ukraine, the 

2 the caneom mission to the early Presidential 
election concluded that “the early Presidential 
election was held, and in the overwhelming 
majority of Ukrainian territory met international 
democratic standards for free and fair elections. 
notwithstanding the troubling violence in 
luhansk and donetsk oblasts, and the illegal 
annexation of sovereign Ukrainian territory in 
crimea by the russian Federation, the election 
was a clear and unambiguous reflection of the 
democratic will of the Ukrainian people.” 

3 on July 24 the majority coalition in parliament 
dissolved. according to Ukraine’s constitution, 
if no new coalition is formed within 30 days, the 
President has the right to dissolve Parliament.

4 a ceasefire agreement was signed on September 5 
in minsk and an implementation memorandum 
was signed on September 19.



organization of Security and cooperation in europe, and the russian Federation 
have led to a decrease in the violence in the region, but the ceasefire continues 
to be violated by russian-backed extremist elements on a daily basis.5 

the violence in donetsk and luhansk oblasts has led to a humanitarian crisis. 
hundreds of thousands of residents of donetsk and luhansk oblasts have been 
displaced and the economy of Ukraine has been disrupted. this disruption is 
particularly severe in the conflict areas. over 3,600 people have lost their lives 
as a result of the conflict.6 

as Ukraine faces external aggression from the russian Federation and illegal 
armed extremist elements, the country also confronts internal challenges that 
must be addressed. economic, legal, political, and social reforms must be 
undertaken if the country is to move forward in the development of a democratic 
and prosperous future. 

the Ukrainian people have responded with stoicism, bravery, and fortitude during 
the months of protracted crisis they have experiences. citizen engagement, 
voluntarism, and a commitment to national unity all underscore the potential 
and promise of Ukraine’s future democratic development.

5 on october 16, President Poroshenko signed the law On the special procedure for local self-government 
in specific regions of Donetsk and Luhansk oblast, which had been passed by Parliament on September 16. 
the law assigns special status to certain regions of donetsk and luhansk oblasts for three years; 
local elections in those regions to be held on december 7. 

6 the Un high commissioner on human rights stated on october 8 that “from mid-april to october 6,  
at least 3,660 people were killed and 8,756 wounded in eastern Ukraine.”  
http://www.ohchr.org/en/newsevents/Pages/displaynews.aspx?newsid=15143&langid=e 
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the legal framework for parliamentary 
elections in Ukraine is comprised of 
the Ukrainian constitution, the law 
on the election of the People’s deputies 
of Ukraine (Parliamentary election 
law), the law on the central election 
commission, and the law on the State 
voter register, as well as provisions of 
the code of administrative adjudication, 
the code of administrative offenses, the 
criminal code, and resolutions of 
the central election commission (cec). 
the law on equal opportunities for 
women and men, which is intended to 
guarantee equal electoral and political 
rights, also contributes to this electoral 
legal framework.

the principles of democracy are outlined 
in the constitution with the right to vote 
and the right to be elected at the center 
of Ukrainian democracy. the Ukrainian 
constitution mandates suffrage that is 
universal, equal, direct, and secret. the 
constitution guarantees freedoms of 
expression, assembly, and association 
and prohibits unequal rights or privileges 
on the basis of gender.7 all legal acts 
must conform to the constitution, which 
is the supreme law of Ukraine.

7 article 24 of the Ukrainian constitution specifies 
equal rights and opportunities to be ensured 
for men and women.

International standards
international standards relating to the 
exercise of democracy are found in 
the 2002 venice commission’s code 
of good Practice on electoral matters 
and are upheld in decisions of the council 
of europe through the european court 
of human rights (echr).8 these standards 
and principles are recognized most 
clearly in Ukraine through the constitution 
and the adoption of echr decisions.9 
international principles of human rights 
and freedoms are also referenced in 
domestic election laws, albeit less 
consistently. the decisions of the 
european court of human rights are 
sporadically applied in Ukrainian courts. 

8 the venice commission’s code of good Practice 
in electoral matters can be found at:  
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/
documents/?pdf=cdl-ad(2002)023-e.

9 article 17 of the law on the enforcement and 
application of Practice of the european court 
of human rights requires courts to apply the 
convention for the Protection of human rights 
and Fundamental Freedoms and practice of 
echr as a source of law. Further, article 3 states 
that decisions of the court are binding for 
Ukraine in accordance with article 46 of the 
convention.

Electoral system
Ukraine’s electoral system is set out 
through its Parliamentary election law. 
Ukraine uses a mixed parallel propor-
tional majoritarian electoral system 
whereby 225 mPs are elected on a 
proportional basis through closed party 
lists in a multi-member nation-wide 
electoral district, and 225 mPs are elected 
in single-member districts by attaining 
a plurality of votes.10 elections could 
not legally be held in 12 electoral 
districts due to the illegal occupation 
of the autonomous republic of crimea 
and city of Sevastopol by the russian 
Federation.11 a maximum of 213 mPs 
could therefore be elected under the 
single-member district component of 
the electoral system for parliamentary 
elections in this election. in practice, the 
election took place in 198 single member 
districts due to ongoing conflict in parts 
of donetsk and luhansk oblasts. elections 
were not held in 15 districts in those regions. 
a 5% threshold is applied for the distri-
bution of seats under the proportional 
component of this electoral system. 

10 Section 3 of article 1 of the Parliamentary 
election law. this electoral system was 
re-adopted in november 2011, after having 
been used in the 1998 and 2002 parliamentary 
elections. 

11 Section 1 of article 8 of the law on ensuring 
the rights and Freedoms of citizens and the 
legal order on the temporary occupied 
territory of Ukraine (15.04.2014). 

ElEcTION SYSTEM ANd  
lEGAl FRAMEWORK

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=15143&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=15143&LangID=E
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Changes to the Electoral Legal Framework in Advance of the 
Election Period
in november 2013, the verkhovna rada made amendments to the Parliamentary 
election law in line with certain recommendations made by the venice 
commission and international election observation missions to meet conditions 
for the signing of an association agreement with the european Union. Some 
further technical amendments to align the legal framework for parliamentary and 
presidential elections were enacted in april 2014 to facilitate the administration 
of simultaneous elections.12 

the revised law strengthened conditions for efficiency in the administration of 
Parliamentary elections. it reduced the size of precinct election commissions, 
thereby rendering it easier to achieve quorum and make operational decisions in a 
timely manner. technical improvements were also made to procedures regulating 
the formation of election commissions that allow for a fairer distribution and more 
orderly assignment of commission positions amongst candidates and political parties. 
however, these changes did not compensate for a significant remaining flaw within 
the electoral legal framework that allows political subjects to remove and replace 
commissioners with a frequency that undermines commissions’ functioning abilities. 

in december 2013, amendments were made to the law on Political Parties. notably, 
these reforms required political parties to have a minimum of 30% women candidates 
on party lists for the nation-wide constituency in parliamentary elections.13 however, 
no corresponding mechanisms were introduced to the Parliamentary election law 
for the enforcement of this quota. moreover, it did not stipulate rules for the 
composition of the lists. 

the Parliamentary election law provides a sufficient framework for the conduct 
of democratic elections, but includes shortcomings that international experts 
and domestic stakeholders evaluated to be inconsistent with international standards 
and electoral best practices.

Changes to the Electoral Legal Framework during the 
Election Period
reform of the electoral legal framework represented a key demand of civil society 
following the Euromaidan demonstrations. Ukraine’s Parliament considered bills 
drafted in coordination with these stakeholders over several months leading up 
to the parliamentary elections. options included reform of the electoral system 
but also technical amendments that that would facilitate management of electoral 
security and maximize opportunities for voting in the context of continued hostilities 
in parts of the donetsk and luhansk oblasts.14 none of these proposed amendments 
were enacted by the verkhovna rada, leaving important deficiencies in the electoral 
legal framework to be addressed by cec resolutions in the final days of the 

12 the may 25 early Presidential election was held in conjunction with the election of an mP in single-
mandate district #83, the election of members of the kyiv city council, and mayoral elections in 
43 cities, 27 settlements, and 200 villages. 

13 Section 10 of article 8 of the law of Ukraine on Political Parties (20.12.2013). 
14 the following draft bills to amend the parliamentary election law were considered during this period: 

4429a (05.08.2014); 4429a-1 (11.08.2014); 4445a (08.08.2014); 4470, 4471a, 4472a, 4473a (12.08.2014); 
4503a (14.08.2014); 4550a (28.08.2014); 4567a (01.09.2014); 5121, 5123 (01.10.2014); 5157 
(13.10.2014); 5157-1 (14.10.2014). 
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parliamentary election15 – or unresolved as in the case of appeals for a simplified 
mechanism to enfranchise military personnel mobilized in the conflict-affected 
donbas region.16 

the criminal code was amended on october 14, 2014 to increase penalties for: 
interfering with the election process under article 157; violation of election finance 
rules under article 159; and issues regarding vote-buying under article 160. these 
changes came into effect on october 23, 2014. these amendments did not apply 
retroactively, and could therefore only be used to prosecute offences occurring 
after october 23, 2014, when there were only three days left in the election 
campaign period. 

REcOMMENdATIONS

CANEOM supports long-standing recommendations made by the Venice Commission 
for electoral laws in Ukraine to be streamlined within a single electoral code. This 
would: ensure greater uniformity in procedures applied for parliamentary, presidential, 
and local elections; facilitate commissioner training; strengthen public trust and 
understanding of election procedures; and reduce reliance on the Central Election 
Commission to interpret ambiguities and inconsistencies across the legal framework 
as individual components are amended, or to address critical gaps in the legal 
framework through resolutions.

Consideration should be given to expanding the regulatory jurisdiction of the CEC to 
address wartime challenges to the uniform implementation of election processes 
and protection of citizens’ electoral rights.

As part of broader reforms to the electoral legal framework, electoral district boundaries 
should be required to be contiguous.

15 cec resolution no 2006 (22.10.2014) clarified procedures for invalidating ballot papers printed for 
districts in which the cec determined that elections could not be administered. 

16 on october 20, the verkhovna rada considered but failed to enact draft bill no 5157-1 intended to 
facilitate inclusion of military personnel on the voter lists of regular polling stations in precincts 
of deployment upon the submission of respective voter lists by military commanders. the failure of 
the Parliament to enact this legislation stood in contrast to its responsive enactment of late-amendments 
to the presidential election law to permit additions of military personnel to the voter list during the 
may 25 early Presidential election. 
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Parliamentary elections in Ukraine are 
administered by three levels of commis-
sions. the central election commission 
(cec) is a permanent legal body com-
posed of 15 members appointed for a 
seven-year term by the verkhovna rada 
on the nomination of the President.17 
the cec regulates all technical aspects 
of elections, including the registration 
of candidates, political parties, and related 
proxies and representatives, the opera-
tion of the State voter register, and the 
formation of district election commissions 
(decs) in single-member election districts. 
decs are regulatory bodies that form, 
support, and tabulate vote count 
protocols of Precinct election 
commissions (Pecs), which are the 
bodies that administer voting and ballot 
counting at polling stations.

the cec organized the early Parliamentary 
elections according to legal deadlines 
and procedures despite reductions and 
delays in the allocation of its budget 

17 an amendment to article 1 of Section 1 of the 
law on the central election commission adopted 
on march 13 2014, enabled cec commissioners 
to continue their functions after their seventh 
year of appointment. 12 out of 17 serving 
commissioners would have otherwise seen their 
term expire in June 2014. 

and an electoral timeframe that was 
shortened from 60 to 45 days.18 

more than 1,200 resolutions were adopted 
at regular sessions of the cec over the 
course of the election period. these 
sessions were attended by election 
observers, media, and representatives 
of political parties and candidates. 
cec commissioners were observed to 
work in a collegial and consensual manner, 
and adopted most resolutions by a 
unanimous vote. with the exception of 
draft agendas that were distributed at 
the beginning of each regular session, 
no supplementary information was 
provided on the content of resolutions 
until after they were formally adopted 
and published on the cec website. these 
were published in a timely and consistent 
manner.19 the caneom mission was 
occasionally invited to attend ‘prepa-
ratory meetings’ held before regular 
sessions of the cec. these meetings 
featured considered deliberations 

18 on September 8, the cabinet of ministers 
adopted resolution no 415 to directly provide 
Uah 957 million for the parliamentary elections, 
following weeks of parliamentary sessions that 
either failed to provide consideration or produce 
sufficient votes to pass a budget allocation bill. 

19 Section 3 of article 13 of the Parliamentary 
election law, and Section 1 of article 19 of 
the law on the central election commission. 

between cec commissioners to reach 
consensus and ensure that consistent 
legal interpretations be applied through 
cec resolutions and cec’s responses 
to complaints. the continued practice 
of holding substantive discussions behind 
closed doors undermines the trans-
parency of the cec20 and renders it more 
difficult for electoral subjects to antici-
pate or provide meaningful input on 
resolutions before their adoption.21 

on September 5, the cec initiated formal 
preparations for the conduct of elections 
in 213 out of 225 election districts, 
excluding 12 districts under illegal 
occupation in the autonomous republic 
of crimea and the city of Sevastopol. 
decs were formed according to unique 
provisions for pre-term parliamentary 
elections that limit commissioner 
nominations to political party factions 
in Parliament – these are entitled to 
one position on each dec – and political 
parties that registered candidate lists 
for the nation-wide constituency in the 

20 this practice is also inconsistent with 
amendments to articles 10.1 and 12.1 of the 
law on the central election commission 
(21.11.2013) that require discussion in addition 
to consideration of decisions at cec regular 
sessions. 

21 Section 2 of article 18 of cec resolution 
no 72 (26.03.2005) “on adoption of the rules 
of the central election commission” signifies 
that that all suggestions and comments made 
by persons who participate in discussion in an 
advisory capacity have to be taken into account 
when the cec adopts a decision.

ElEcTION  
AdMINISTRATION
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preceding parliamentary elections – whose positions on decs are determined by 
a single-round lottery draw procedure. 21 political parties participated in this 
lottery. it resulted in decs that excluded representatives from newly-formed but 
electorally competitive political parties and allocated regulatory powers to parties 
that did not otherwise compete in the early Parliamentary elections.22 the 
lottery procedure also favoured “technical parties” – a term applied by domestic 
observer groups to describe little-known parties that are inactive between election 
cycles and are alleged to function as tactical fronts for control of election commissions 
by larger competitive parties. this practice was regularly cited in meetings with 
election management, civil society, and political party officials to account for 
turnover in dec composition. 

as of october 20, the cec adopted resolutions to replace 1602 out of 3814 dec 
commissioners (42%). turnover was even more pronounced among commissioners 
assigned to executive positions who bear unique legal responsibilities for the 
conduct and oversight of dec meetings, adoption of dec resolutions, training and 
support of Pec commissioners, and tabulation of vote count protocols. dec 
chairs in 51.6% of districts, dec deputy chairs in 47.8% of districts, and 
dec Secretaries in 55.3% of districts were substituted on at least one occasion. 
this turnover was not specific to eastern oblasts affected by the armed conflict, 
but spread evenly across the country.23 Substitutions were most frequent amongst 
representatives of political parties that received less than 1.5% of the popular vote 
in the 2012 parliamentary elections. 

caneom long term observers (ltos) monitored electoral preparations through 
visits to 185 decs in every oblast of Ukraine with the exception of crimea.24 decs 
were widely observed to function in a transparent and cohesive manner and to 
meet procedural deadlines despite a shortened electoral calendar. Few decs 
outside the donetsk and luhansk oblasts had difficulties achieving quorum despite 
frequent changes to their composition. dec commissioners were mostly satisfied 
with resources and cooperation received from regional authorities and local law 
enforcement bodies, although some expressed concerns about reduced budgets 
and inadequate premises to adequately process Pec vote count protocols.25 most 
commissioners demonstrated a firm grasp of their responsibilities and an 
understanding of pre-election procedures. many of these commissioners had recently 
acquired experience through the may 25 early Presidential election. they also 
benefited from standardized training held directly at dec premises. 

caneom ltos noted improvements to the quality and geographic distribution of 
training provided to lower-level commissions through the cec and international 

22 Udar and the Party of regions did not field candidates in the 2014 early parliamentary election but 
still submitted nominations and got allocated hundreds of dec positions. in contrast, recently 
established parties (Petro Poroshenko bloc, People’s Front Party and others) widely seen to be 
competitive were not eligible to nominate members. 

23 regional and political party breakdowns of dec substitutions drawn from cec resolutions can be 
consulted in greater detail at the website of the domestic monitoring and analytical civil society 
organization ciFra: http://cifragroup.org/

24 caneom deployed 36 long-term observers over a three-week period between September 30 and 
october 20, 2014. 

25 commissioners filed requests to local authorities for more appropriately sized premises in dec 21 (lviv), 
dec 139 (odessa), dec 161 (Sumy), dec 165 (ternopil) and dec 186 (kherson). material resource 
shortages in the form of computers, telephones, and internet access were also noted in observations 
at dec 67 (rivne), affecting connectivity to the ‘vybory’ analytics system used for transmission 
of information including election count results between decs and the cec.

http://cifragroup.org/
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Foundation for electoral Systems (iFeS).26 a cascade training approach was applied 
whereby trainers certified by the cec were deployed to train and then accompany 
dec commissioners in the training of Pec chairs, deputies, and Secretaries. 
Separate trainings were held for every dec at their premises. these were observed 
to be reasonably well attended and apply diverse pedagogical approaches that 
encouraged questions to trainers and discussion between commissioners.27 training 
sessions at the precinct level targeted commissioners in executive posts and were 
held in larger auditoriums.28 knowledge tests were conducted at the beginning 
and end of each session, albeit for statistical purposes rather than to evaluate the 
learning of each individual commissioner. internationally-funded, multi-year 
technical assistance partnerships have strengthened training capacities at the cec, 
laying the groundwork for a permanent training Unit that has been formally 
established but is not currently resourced to function between election cycles.29 

on october 9 and 10, decs held meetings to form Pecs inside of their district 
boundaries. as in the case of the procedures used to establish decs, political party 
factions in Parliament are entitled to one position on each Pec. a single round 
lottery is then applied to determine the allocation of commissioners to Pecs that 
receive more nominations than available positions. in contrast to lotteries at 
the dec level, nominations are drawn from mP candidates registered in the district 
where Pecs are being formed, and political parties competing for proportional 
seats in present-day rather than past elections.30 Under this procedure, a balanced 
composition of Pecs amongst political subjects is intended to result from 
alphabetically ordering nominees for each Pec and then counting down alphabetic 
lists according to randomly drawn lot numbers. this procedure was observed to 
provoke more discussion and questions at dec trainings than any other topic. 

while most decs visited by caneom ltos were described to administer Pec 
lotteries in an efficient and transparent manner, a small proportion continued to 
grapple with the procedure’s technical complexity, resulting in lengthy meetings 
and partial or entire repetitions of lotteries.31 most ltos reported instances in 

26 this program involved: a 6-day training of trainers in which 165 trainers were certified through the 
cec; 196 trainings for dec commissioners; 196 trainings for Pec commissioners conducted by dec 
members accompanied by certified trainers; and 345 trainings for Pec commissioners conducted 
by dec members. the cec also collaborated with iFeS to produce video tutorials on election 
procedures and with the oSce/odihr to produce training manuals and online modules for dec 
and Pec members.

27 caneom ltos attended and positively evaluated dec trainings held in dec 77 (Zaporizhia), decs 
83/84 (ivano-Frankivsk), dec 95 (kyiv oblast), decs 102/103 (kirovohrad), decs 129/131/132 (cherkassy), 
dec 140 (odessa) dec 156 (rivne), dec 162 (Sumy), dec 167 (ternopil), and decs 217/218/221/222 
(kyiv city). attendance was consistently high with the exception of one training in dec 28 (dnipropetrovsk). 

28 caneom ltos attended Pec trainings held in decs 19/23 (lviv), dec 50 (donetsk), dec 73 (Zakarpatyya), 
dec 94 (kyiv oblast), dec 137 (odessa), dec 147 (cherkassy), decs 169/172 (kharkiv), dec 189 
(khmelnytsky), dec 202 (chernivtsi) and dec 213 (kyiv city).

29 cec resolution no 35 (17.02.2011) “on the Structure and Size of the Secretariat, the Support Service 
of the central election commission and State register of voters.”

30 according to figures compiled by the domestic civil society organization oPora, a total of 27 political 
parties with registered lists in the multi member nation-wide constituency participated in this lottery 
process. a further total of 37 political parties with candidates in single-member districts participated in 
the lottery, albeit only in the districts where they ran candidates. over 80,000 Pec commissioners 
were selected through nominations made by independent candidates. 

31 dec 79 in Zaporizhia repeated its entire lottery after first attempting to hold a separate draw for each 
Pec in its district. dec 195 (cherkassy) repeated its entire lottery after initially excluding all nomi-
nations received from a political party whose eligibility to nominate Pec commissioners as a faction 
represented in the verkhovna rada, and as a party with a registered list in the nation-wide multi-
member constituency, were confused. a misunderstanding of procedures also resulted in parts of 
lotteries being repeated in dec 113 (luhansk), due to input errors that excluded certain nominations, 
and in dec 163 (ternopil) for a failure to exclude persons with duplicate nominations. 
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which the same person was nominated for multiple Pecs or by multiple political 
subjects in the same Pec. these persons are supposed to be excluded through 
automatic processing of nominations through the cec vybory computer analytics 
System, but some remained on lists due to technical failures, human input errors, 
or slight variance in name spelling.32 collusion amongst political parties was 
suggested in one observed incident at dec 132 (kherson) where a dispute arose 
after the same proxy attempted to represent the interests of 5 different political 
parties during assignments of Pec executive positions.

Under the reduced timeframe that was provided for the early Parliamentary election, 
Pecs had less than two weeks to be formed, provide opportunities for public review 
of preliminary voter lists,33 deliver voter invitation cards, receive and ensure secure 
storage of ballot papers, and prepare polling station premises for the conduct 
of voting.34 concerns about this timeframe were compounded by high rates of 
absenteeism, withdrawal, and replacement of commissioners.35 as with decs, 
turnover rates were particularly high amongst Pec commissioners in executive 
positions who are assigned legal responsibilities for the adoption of Pec resolutions, 
administration of voting and vote count processes, and transfer of ballots to 
dec premises on election day. canadian bilateral missions to observe the 
2012 Parliamentary elections and 2014 Presidential election in Ukraine have been 
consistent in identifying commissioner turnover as a fundamental problem 
contributing to dysfunctional election management that requires reform of incentive 
structures in addition to nomination procedures.

Further concerns expressed by Pec commissioners to caneom observers related to 
the availability of electricity and fuel required to administer polling stations and trans-
port election materials in the context of currency fluctuations, approaching winter 
temperatures, and long travel distances to dec premises on difficult roads. caneom 
observers noted several cases in which polling stations were not open or were inade-
quately signposted when visited.36 the law does not stipulate hours of operation for 
polling stations during the pre-election period but requires Pecs to make preliminary 
voter lists available for public review and to receive applications for their revision.

32 duplicate nominees were manually removed from lottery procedures upon being discovered in all 
cases except dec 132 (mykolaiv), where duplicates were removed unless nominated through political 
parties or candidates with proxies that were in attendance of the dec meeting. in these cases, 
candidate and political party proxies were allowed to prepare a statement clarifying the particular 
Pec for which their duplicate nominees should be considered. this violated legal procedures and 
the rights of nominees without representatives present at the dec meeting. 

33 in the case of special election precincts (e.g. formed to administer voting in penitentiaries, in-patient 
care facilities or military stations) Pecs are also responsible for compiling preliminary voter lists. 
these are provided to regular polling stations by State voter register maintenance bodies. 

34 Pecs had 31 days to administer these procedures during the 2012 parliamentary elections. 
35 most Pecs visited by caneom observers were awaiting replacement of 1 to 4 commissioners one 

week after being formed. in most cases, commissioners were withdrawn by political parties. Some 
also withdrew from their positions due to insufficient compensation or because they resided away 
from the Pec for which they were nominated. occasionally, Pecs also submitted requests to the 
cec for the replacement of absent commissioners. For example, in dec 138 (odessa), 25% of Pec 
commissioners could not be notified after being selected due to errors in contact information indicated 
in their nomination forms. 

36 between october 15 and 20, when preliminary voters were required to be displayed for public review, 
the following Pecs were closed when visited by caneom ltos during regular business hours: Pec 
071101 in dec 22 and Pec 070675 in dec 23 (lviv); Pecs 210742/210745/ 210770/210772/210782 in 
dec 68, Pecs 210374/210382/210384/210385/210389/210440/ 210677/210680 in dec 70, and Pec 
210098 in dec 73 (Zakarpatyya); Pec 510507 in dec 139 (odessa); Pecs 650183/650187/650189/650
196/650198 in dec 185 (kherson); Pecs 680912/ 680929 in dec 191; Pec 730499 in dec 201 and 
Pec 730002 in dec 202 (ivano-Frankivsk); and Pecs 800976/800981/800996/800998 in dec 223 
(kyiv city).



despite these challenges, an overall majority of Pecs visited by caneom 
observers functioned effectively and in compliance with legal deadlines.37 
commissioners were confident about their knowledge of election procedures 
and received training close to election day, thereby reducing the potential for 
knowledge loss resulting from late substitutions.38 

the cec made periodic and measured use of its regulatory powers to maximize 
opportunities for electoral participation without jeopardizing the security or 
integrity of election processes in the luhansk and donetsk oblasts. despite a 
ceasefire agreement that was intended to create a buffer zone between russian-backed 
armed militants and territories under the protection of Ukraine’s armed forces,39 
continued hostilities and public concern over security complicated preparations 
for the conduct of elections in areas bordering the conflict. 

the administration of elections in the donetsk and luhansk oblasts was further 
complicated by the territorial fragmentation of election districts with non-contiguous 
boundaries across either side of the combat buffer line. revisions to the delimi-
tation of electoral boundaries cannot be made within 175 days of parliamentary 
elections.40 as a result, many precincts in territories under the protection of Ukraine’s 
national forces were separated from administrative buildings containing their 
respective decs and State voter register maintenance bodies at the outset of 
the election period.

between September 25 and october 22, the cec moved 6 dec premises to safer 
locations in response to applications received from oblast authorities.41 on october 6, 
the cec addressed the problematic location of certain State voter register 
maintenance bodies across the buffer line of districts that still contained Pecs 
where elections could be securely conducted. a list of alternate State voter register 
maintenance bodies was designated to assume responsibility for the preparation 
and secure transportation of election materials to affected Pecs.42 on october 7, 
the cec also adopted a simplified procedure to allow voters with registered 
addresses in the donetsk or luhansk oblasts to temporarily change their place 
of voting without changing their permanent address.43 

the caneom mission deployed ltos to areas of the donetsk and luhansk oblasts 
under the control of Ukraine’s national Forces to gather information and observe 
efforts by election commissions, law enforcement officials, and regional authorities 

37 absences and replacements of commissioners prevented Pecs 480650/480675 (mykolaiv) from 
attaining quorum required to hold their first meeting within legal deadlines. distribution of voter 
invitations was also delayed beyond legal deadlines in Pec 730005 in dec 202 (ivano-Frankivsk), 
Pec 230416 in dec 82 (Zaporizhia), Pec 650491 in dec 186 (kherson), and Pec 800989 in dec 223 
(kyiv city). 

38 caneom observers attended 10 trainings of Pec executives in decs 19/23 (lviv), dec 50 (donetsk), 
dec 96 (kyiv oblast), dec 129 (mykolaiv) dec 137 (odessa), dec 147 (cherkassy), dec 172 
(kharkiv), dec 189 (ternopil), and dec 213 (kyiv city). 

39 a ceasefire agreement and memorandum on implementation were signed on September 5 and 
September 19 between representatives of the Ukrainian and russian governments, the oSce and 
self-proclaimed “leaders” of russian-backed militant groups in parts of the luhansk and donetsk oblasts. 

40 Part 4 of article 18 of the Parliamentary election law. 
41 cec resolution no 1165 (25.09.2014) moved the locations of dec 53 and dec 59 (donetsk oblast); 

cec resolution no 1396 (20.09.2014) moved the location of dec 114 (luhansk oblast); cec resolution 
no 1442 (3.10.2014) moved the location of dec 104 (luhansk oblast) and cec resolution no 1524 
(10.10.2014) moved the locations of dec 45 and dec 51 (donestk oblast). cec resolution no 1973 
(21.10.2014) and cec resolution no 2005 (22.10.2014) moved the locations of dec 45 and 59 for a second 
time just prior to the election. 

42 cec resolution no 1494 and 1495 (6.10.2014)
43 cec resolution no 1529 (7.10.2014)
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to establish conditions for the secure conduct of elections.44 ltos assessed the 
security environment in areas that they visited to have normalized in comparison 
to the may 2014 Presidential election when marauding and armed militants were 
observed forcibly shutting down administrative buildings and engaging in violence 
against election commissioners. ongoing hostilities along the buffer zone of the 
conflict areas nonetheless continued to have a detrimental impact on preparations 
for the administration of parliamentary elections. From the outset of the election 
period, speculation varied about the number of districts and precinct polling 
stations where voting could be safely organized, with adjusted projections being 
released on a periodic basis through the cec, ministry of interior, and various civil 
society organizations.45 dec commissioners reported being satisfied with support 
and information provided through state security services. however, no apparent 
campaigns were observed by caneom ltos to inform or build confidence among 
local voting populations about measures being taken to ensure electoral security. 

Security concerns in the donetsk and luhansk oblasts exacerbated challenges 
experienced by election commissions in other regions of Ukraine. caneom ltos 
observed that the decs visited initially functioned adequately, if slightly behind 
procedural deadlines. dec commissioners attended standardized trainings, attained 
quorum at early meetings, and completed lottery procedures relating to the 
formation of Pecs.46 these procedures were nonetheless followed by high numbers 
of Pec withdrawals and substitutions that some dec commissioners found difficult 
to manage.47 in several instances, procedures for the distribution of voter invitations 
and revision of preliminary voter lists were interrupted or conducted by Pecs that 
lacked quorum as a result of absent or withdrawn and non-replaced commissioners.48 

Candidate Registration
the cec is responsible for registering candidates in the nationwide and single-
member districts on receipt and review of completed nomination documents and 
financial deposits.49 the right to stand for parliamentary elections in Ukraine is 
provided to any citizen above the age of 21 who does not have prior criminal 
convictions and has resided in Ukraine for the 5 preceding years. the candidate 
registration period for the early Parliamentary election spanned from august 28 to 
September 25. a total of 6,670 candidates applied to the cec for registration, 
including 3,556 candidates in single member districts and 3,128 candidates 

44 caneom ltos met with interlocutors and observed election commissions located in parts of decs 
46, 47, 48, 49 and 50 in the donetsk oblast, and in parts of decs 106, 107, 112, 113 and 114 in the 
luhansk oblast. 

45 on october 25, the cec reported that 17 out of 32 districts in the luhansk and donetsk oblasts 
would be fully or partially operational on election day. 

46 dec 49 (donetsk) did not hold its meeting to form Pecs until october 14. this was attributed to 
delayed delivery of computer hardware and access to the vybory analytics System. dec 47 (donetsk) 
also reported to be inhibited in its activities as a result of delays to the replacement of computers. 

47 dec commissioners attributed these Pec withdrawals and replacements to security concerns and 
the selection of commissioners to precincts that required distant travel across noncontiguous district 
boundaries.

48 as of october 16, the chairperson for dec 50 (donetsk) reported that only 10 of 116 Pecs in that district 
held an inaugural meeting and picked up their preliminary voter lists. as of october 17, the chairperson 
of dec 49 (donetsk) also reported that preliminary voters lists had not been picked-up by 58 of 128 
Pecs in that district. in luhansk oblast, Pecs with difficulties achieving quorum were reported by 
chairpersons of all observed decs (106, 107, 112, 113 and 114) due to frequent changes in composition. 
ltos in the luhansk oblast also came across 22 closed Pecs when conducting observations in 
decs 106 and 113 between october 15 and 18. 

49 Sections 1 and 2 of article 54 of the Parliamentary election law sets out documents required for 
consideration of candidate nominations. 



nominated by 29 political parties in the nationwide proportional district. a significant 
number of candidates were rejected due to minor technical errors or omissions 
in nomination documents.50 as of october 21, of the 224 appeals filed with appellate 
courts, 69 were returned to the cec for reconsideration.

Voter Registration
the cec maintains an automated State voter register (Svr) that is continuously 
updated with information received from relevant state authorities.51 this register is 
managed through 27 regional administration bodies and 756 maintenance bodies.52 

voter lists are extracted from the Svr and prepared for Pecs no later than 11 days 
before an election.53 these are transferred along with invitation cards containing 
the names and registered addresses of voters, as well as the location of their 
respective polling stations. voters can verify the accuracy of their personal 
information on the Svr through receipt of this invitation card, by reviewing preliminary 
voter lists posted at Pec premises, or by accessing an online portal.54 

voters who cannot be present at their registered voting address on election day 
are entitled to apply for a temporary change of place of voting up until 5 days before 
an election.55 during the 2012 parliamentary elections, temporary changes to place 
of voting were only permitted in the single-mandate district in which a voter was 
registered. this procedure has since been revised. 

voters away from their place of residence can apply to vote in any part of the country 
but must provide evidence of their temporary status (e.g. university certificate, letter 
from an employer, or round-trip travel document), and can only vote in the nationwide 
multimember constituency. this removes undue restrictions on the franchise without 
creating incentives for manipulation of voting procedures. 

as part of its observation mandate, caneom monitored conditions for electoral 
participation by populations displaced as a result of ongoing armed conflict in 
the donetsk and luhansk oblasts. Svr maintenance bodies were generally aware 
of changes to the number of internally-displaced persons (idPs) in their surrounding 
areas. they tracked idPs who applied to temporarily change their place of voting. 
they were also informed and prepared when this application procedure was 
simplified for electors with registered addresses in the donetsk and luhansk oblasts, 
in line with procedures applied to enfranchise voters from the crimean peninsula.56 
applications to temporarily change voting locations among electors with registered 
voting addresses in the donetsk and luhansk oblasts increased from 5,200 to 

50 Part 7 of article 27 of the Parliamentary election law states that inaccuracies or technical errors 
contained in nomination documents should not constitute a reason for rejection of any candidates.

51 information on voters and their registered place of residence is retrieved from the ministry of internal 
affairs, ministry of Justice, State migration Service, military units, regional courts, and local agencies 
working with homeless populations. this information is normally updated on a monthly basis. 
according to the head of the State voter register, an additional update of this information was to 
be made between revisions of preliminary voter lists and the distribution of revised voter list during 
the parliamentary election period to ensure maximal inclusion of voters. 

52 article 1 of the law of Ukraine on the State voter register.
53 Part 4 of article 107 of the Parliamentary election law. 
54 voters can verify the accuracy of personal information contained in the Svr by accessing the 

Personal voter Portal found at https://www.drv.gov.ua/apex/f?p=111:login. 
55 Part 3 of article 41 of the Parliamentary election law.
56 cec resolution no 1529 (7.10.2014). Under the simplified procedure, electors with registered voting 

addresses in donetsk and luhansk oblasts were only required to show a national passport to apply 
for a temporary change of place of voting. 
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32,823 between october 14 and 20, during a week of intensified public awareness 
campaigning by civil society. this number of applications nonetheless represented 
a small proportion of estimated idPs in Ukraine.57 no centrally directed voter 
education campaign was observed to be conducted through the cec or Svr to 
inform idPs about simplified procedures and deadlines to apply for a temporary 
change of voting location – although some Svr maintenance bodies reportedly 
made announcements to this effect through local newspapers and radio stations.58 

according to cec data, a total of 190,283 voters temporarily changed their place 
of voting for the early Parliamentary elections. this included high numbers of 
election commission members and military personnel, in addition to idPs. the 
Svr applied lessons learned from the may 2014 Presidential election to accommodate 
demand for changes of place of voting in areas with high numbers of transient voters. 
it made technical upgrades to its server and database to minimize processing 
delays and also hired and trained additional personnel for Svr maintenance bodies 
in certain districts to manage line-ups of voters. these actions aligned with 
recommendations made by the caneom observation mission for the 2014 early 
Presidential election, which noted lengthy queues and technological problems that 
prevented some voters from temporarily changing their place of voting through 
Svr maintenance bodies in kyiv city. 

57 as of october 2, 2014 the United nations refugee agency (Unchr) estimated a total number  
of 379,059 internally displaced Persons in Ukraine (excluding displacement from crimea). 

58 ad hoc efforts to inform idPs through local media about simplified application procedures for  
temporarily changing one’s place of voting were reported to be conducted at the volition of Svr 
maintenance bodies visited in the areas of krasyliv and kamianets-Podilsky (ternopil), ovruch 
(khmelnytsky), Severodonetsk (luhansk), brovary and irpin (kyiv oblast), churguiev (kharkiv)  
and Svalyana (Zakarpatyya). 
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cAMPAIGN  
ENVIRONMENT

the campaign environment was character-
ized by a wide range of political parties 
and electoral actors. the current crisis 
facing the country had a material impact 
on the campaign, increasing both its 
intensity and importance, and the 
strength of the rhetoric of campaign 
participants. the campaign environment 
was both competitive and pluralistic. 
additionally, there has been a coales-
cence of patriotism and national pride 
in Ukraine. throughout the campaign 
period symbols of the Soviet past, such 
as statues of lenin, were ripped down, 
painted yellow or blue, or replaced with 
symbols of Ukraine such as blue and 
yellow flags. volunteers were observed 
painting fences in the national colours 
in several areas around the country. 

as is common in times of change, new 
political parties and forces were formed 
and existing ones transformed during 
this time. Some emerged during the 
course of the campaign and others were 
built on established but transforming 
political forces within Ukraine. many 
of the political parties changed their lists, 
their promises, and their campaigns 
according to new political, economic, 
and social realities which have emerged 
alongside this period of conflict and 
resurgent patriotism.

of the 5 parties who passed the 5% 
threshold in 2012, Batkivshchyna 
(Fatherland), All-Ukrainian Union 
Svoboda (Freedom), and the Communist 

Party of Ukraine59 were the most signifi-
cant entities in the 2014 campaign.60 
the Petro Poroshenko Bloc,61 Radical Party 
of Oleh Lyashko, Hromadyanska Posytsia 
(Civic Position), Opposition Bloc, Sylna 
Ukraina (Strong Ukraine), Narodnyi Front 
(Peoples’ Front), Samopomich (Self-Reliance), 
and Praviy Sector (Right Sector) also 
featured prominently in the campaign. 

the main campaign issues upon which 
political parties and Smd candidates 
focused were: national sovereignty; unity 
and territorial integrity; national security; 
how to achieve peace in donetsk and 
luhansk; reforms, particularly in the 
economic, military, social and electoral 
spheres; decentralization of government; 
the battle against corruption; and the 
process of lustration. other issues of 
prominence in the campaign were the 
geopolitical direction of the country, 
particularly with regard to eU and nato 
membership, and Ukraine’s relationship 
with the russian Federation. 

59 the ministry of Justice of Ukraine has initiated 
proceedings to ban the cPU. the case is pending. 

60 the Party of Regions, which gained the highest 
percentage of the vote in 2012, did not field a 
party list or Smd candidates. those Party of 
regions mPs who again sought election did 
so either as self-nominated Smd candidates, 
Smd candidates nominated by other parties, 
or as part of the party lists of other parties, 
in the main the Opposition Bloc or Sylna Ukraina 
(Strong Ukraine).

61 UDAR (United Democratic Alliance for Reform), 
which passed the 5% threshold in the 2012 
election, is running its candidates as part of 
this party. 

to a lesser extent, regional issues played 
a role in local Smd campaigns throughout 
the country. 

campaigning centered mainly around 
billboards, posters, television, radio, and 
newspaper advertisement, and, for some 
parties, social media. Parties established 
campaign tents in public places (mostly 
in urban areas) to hand out campaign 
literature. Public rallies were also a 
popular form of campaigning. caneom 
ltos heard from several party and candi-
date interlocutors that door-to-door 
campaigning was being undertaken. 

a series of national debates were held 
between representatives of parties 
registered on the proportional party list 
on First national tv channel. caneom 
ltos noted that regional debates were 
organized for local Smd candidates 
throughout the oblasts.

one of the features of the election campaign 
was the presence of civil society activists 
as candidates. Particularly prominent 
on party lists were former Euromaidan 
activists, journalists, and those associated 
with volunteer battalions. these inter-
locutors, who joined several of the parties, 
stated that their goal was to advance the 
reforms that they believed the country 
needs through the political process. 

in general, relevant party and candidate 
interlocutors reported to caneom ltos 
that they were satisfied with their ability 
to gain access to media. concerns 
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were raised by several party representatives and candidates about perceived biases 
in the media as well as the high cost of political advertising, which was seen by 
interlocutors from smaller parties as a barrier to media access. overall, however, 
the vast majority of campaign interlocutors with whom ltos spoke assessed their 
ability to access media as generally positive. 

allegations of vote-buying were present throughout the campaign, and caneom 
ltos consistently heard claims from various interlocutors that indirect and direct 
vote buying were impacting the election campaign. on october 24, the ministry 
of internal affairs stated that they had opened 85 criminal procedures into allegations 
of vote buying throughout the country.62 interlocutors consistently pointed to the 
single-mandate district component of the election as an impetus for candidates 
attempting vote buying, which was cited as a reason for the relatively low trust 
among society for the Smd component of the election.

caneom ltos noted allegations of the misuse of administrative resources during 
the campaign. however, it must be noted that the allegations and the incidents 
that occurred were less prevalent than in the 2012 parliamentary elections, and 
generally referred to localized violations such as campaigning by local government 
officials during working hours, etc. there was a general absence of administrative 
pressure on voters in attempts to influence for whom they would vote. 

in general, the right to free assembly was respected throughout the campaign. 
caneom ltos attended 23 campaign rallies during their observation and noted 
that rallies were peaceful and calm.

caneom observers reported several instances of vandalism and damage to party 
and candidate signage, billboards and tents, including damage by arson, gunfire, 
and paint. 

in addition, there were several incidents of violence against candidates noted. in 
the main, these were so-called “street lustration” where candidates and officials, 
often representatives of the previous authorities, were either thrown into trash 
bins or beaten by crowds.63 

the motivation for these attacks seemed to be frustration among a segment of 
the population with what they perceived to be the slow progress of the battle against 
corruption, the lustration process, and a lack of progress in holding to account 
those who were thought to be implicated in both.

62 as stated by the ministry of internal affairs. http://mvs.gov.ua/mvs/control/main/uk/publish/article/1196755 
63 For example, on September 16, mP and candidate Zhuravskyi was thrown in a trash bin near Parliament; 

on September 25, mP and candidate Pylypyshyn was thrown in a trash bin and had paint spilled on 
him in front of the cec premises as he tried to register as a candidate; on September 30 in odessa, 
mP and candidate Shufrich was attacked and beaten. 

http://mvs.gov.ua/mvs/control/main/uk/publish/article/1196755
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Campaign and Election security 
the provision of security for the election was coordinated between the ministry 
of internal affairs, State Security Service of Ukraine (SbU), the ministry of defense, 
and the office of the general Prosecutor. 

in the vast majority of the territory of Ukraine, with the exception of parts of donetsk 
and luhansk oblasts, and the occupied territory of the autonomous republic of 
crimea, caneom observers reported that the security situation during the campaign 
period was largely satisfactory. Similarly, in those parts of donetsk and luhansk 
oblasts under control of government forces, caneom long-term observers reported 
a generally satisfactory, though notably more tense, security situation. caneom 
observers noted that a climate of fear and intimidation was prevalent in those 
territories in close proximity to the conflict affected areas in the donbas region, 
though this observation did not extend beyond this area. For example, in Severodonetsk, 
luhansk oblast, on october 24, in dec 106 caneom observers saw posters with 
the names and faces of several members of the district electoral commission 
posted in their home villages, which alleged that the members were manipulating 
commissions and offered a 100,000 hryvnia reward or bounty for their capture. 
the individuals were intimidated and frightened to return home. it is alleged that 
the “wanted posters” originated from a candidate. 

in 27 decS, including 9 decs in donetsk, 6 in luhansk, and 12 in crimea and 
Sevastopol, the situation was such that decs could not be opened and over 4 million 
Ukrainian voters were unable to exercise their right to vote. in crimea, this was 
due to the illegal occupation by the russian Federation. in the decs in donetsk 
and luhansk, this disenfranchisement was a direct result of the ongoing conflict 
between russian-backed militants and the Ukrainian military and volunteer battalions. 

according to the central electoral commission there were 3,262,494 voters in 
donetsk and 1,756,934 in luhansk oblasts respectively. the number of voters 
residing in districts where voting did not take place at all and did not receive ballots 
is 1,351,421 in donetsk oblast and 988,356 in luhansk oblast. this is in addition 
to the 1,799,762 who cannot vote in occupied crimea.

Campaign Finance
the 2013 amendments to the Parliamentary election law increased the transparency 
of campaign financing to some extent. however, they did not introduce limits on 
donations from individuals. interlocutors with whom caneom observers spoke 
often pointed to the undue influence of money, business, and wealthy oligarchs 
on the campaign. 

Positive developments in the amendments to the law included the establishment 
of electoral spending limits, thereby legislating the size of electoral funds which 
must be used to fund all campaign activities. a party’s campaign fund cannot 
exceed 90,000 times the minimum salary – just over 110 million Uah. a Smd’s 
candidate’s campaign fund cannot exceed 4,000 times the minimum salary – 
approximately 5 million Uah. 

Sources of campaign funding are limited to the candidate’s or party’s resources, 
or individual private contributions. Smd candidates and parties must file both 
an interim financial report during the campaign and a final financial report after 
the campaign with the central election commission. 

Financing remains the most opaque part 
of the campaign process in Ukraine. 
Perhaps the most positive development 
in the context of campaign financing is 
the increased attention paid to the subject 
by Ukraine’s civil society and several civil 
campaigns to bring increased trans-
parency to the issue. Furthermore, the 
agreement signed by parties establishing 
the majority coalition64 states that one 
of the goals of the coalition is to reform 
campaign financing legislation to increase 
transparency.65 

REcOMMENdATION:

Campaign finance rules should be 
debated and considered ahead of 
the next parliamentary elections with 
the aim of increasing transparency 
of campaign finance and expenditure. 

64 the coalition agreement was signed by the 
Peoples’ Front, Petro Poroshenko bloc, Self-
reliance, radical Party, and batkivshchyna. 
the coalition was established in parliament on 
november 27, 2011, with 302 mPs joining. 

65 in particular, the coalition agreement states 
one of the goals, “during the second quarter 
of 2015 – adoption of fundamental changes to 
legislation regarding transparency of financing 
of parties and election campaigns in accor-
dance with greco recommendations.” 
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MEdIA  
ENVIRONMENT

Background
Ukraine is a pluralist and open media 
market with a large number of media 
organizations – most of them private 
– or that has a significant number of 
players utilizing each media platform. 
the more troublesome issues observed 
during election campaigns predating 
2014 have largely disappeared. in those 
areas where the election took place, 
media intimidation and beatings of 
journalists are largely nonexistent. this 
is not true, however, in conflict areas 
in donetsk and luhansk, or occupied 
crimea. Self-censorship by media –  
a pronounced phenomenon in the 2012 
campaign environment – does not appear 
to exist, with the possible exception of 
low-level self-censorship based on indi-
vidual journalists’ conformity with the 
editorial line of their employer rather 
than fear of recrimination by the 
authorities. 

television is by far the most widely-
consumed news medium, with market 
research suggesting that 90% of voters 
obtain their news through television66. 
therefore, this single platform stands 
apart from all others in a position of clear 
dominance within Ukraine’s media 

66 http://www.umedia.kiev.ua/english/media-
research/595-internews-survey-reveals-
large-majority-in-donetsk-still-watching-
ukrainian-tv-but-just-24-trust-the-veracity-
of-the-information-provided.html#.
ve0QpfmUelw

market. this fact is noted for purposes 
of scoping the significance of circum-
stances surrounding the respective 
media platforms.

television news is a pluralistic medium 
in Ukraine, with more than a half-dozen 
channels serving as major news sources, 
each offering different original content. 
First National TV (Pershiy Natcionalniy), a 
state-owned entity, is currently in the 
process of transition to an editorially-
independent public broadcaster. 

regional television channels are popular 
among the local regional populations 
outside of major metropolitan areas, 
contributing to the plurality of sources 
and choice in news.67

newspapers in Ukraine tend to be local 
or regional papers, rather than national 
news sources. there are, however, a 
handful of national news-oriented 
publications that are readily available 
nationwide, but these tend to be weeklies 
or magazines rather than daily news-
papers. there is no “national newspaper.” 
this means that there is a high degree 
of plurality in the news content contained 
in print sources. 

67 http://www.umedia.kiev.ua/english/media-
research/595-internews-survey-reveals-
large-majority-in-donetsk-still-watching-
ukrainian-tv-but-just-24-trust-the-veracity-
of-the-information-provided.html#.
ve0ybfmUelw

these parliamentary elections included 
televised debates by First National TV. 
the debates gave equal access to all 
campaign participants, and did not 
discriminate based on party popularity 
or market research – all 29 registered 
parties were accorded equal access to 
debates. the communist Party was unique 
in its refusal to participate. it is also 
noteworthy that debates were held in 
both Ukrainian and russian, and further 
translated into both crimean tatar and 
english, thus not only introducing the 
content directly to an international 
audience, but also extending access 
and comprehension to as many domestic 
constituents as reasonably possible.68

residents in donbas areas and in ille-
gally occupied crimea reportedly have 
lost access to balanced and pluralistic 
news information, and Ukrainian broad-
casts have been cut off from these areas 
by occupying forces and replaced by 
highly controlled pro-russian content. 
however, it is difficult to quantify the net 
effect of this information war on 
electoral results. 69

68 http://www.umedia.kiev.ua/english/
news/613-news-of-ukrainian-media-sector-
over-the-week-of-october-2-8-2014.html#.
vFioevmUcyc

69 http://www.unian.ua/politics/953167-ukra-
jina-zaboronila-movlennya-14-rosiyskih-
kanaliv.html
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Independent Ownership

ownership of television channels remains an issue in Ukraine. while the vast 
majority of news channels are privately owned, broadcasters’ coverage of news 
and politics tends to be biased in favour of candidates linked to the oligarchs 
that own the channels. alternatively, news channels choose to ignore positive stories 
about the favoured candidates’ opponents. however, it is relevant to note that 
recently adopted anticorruption laws require the disclosure of the ultimate ownership 
of news organizations.70 therefore, divestiture politics aside, it is no longer possible 
for any power broker with an interest in politics to hide anonymously behind a media 
organization to actively engage in covering an election campaign.

a notable phenomenon in Ukraine’s evolving media landscape is the emergence 
of two internet-based broadcasters: Hromadske TV and Espresso TV. these 
two organizations tend to be staffed by a young pro-democracy oriented 
demographic.

Hromadske TV organized from the bottom up as a civil society initiative of journalists, 
and Espresso TV was founded under parliamentary immunity by a member of 
Parliament who was from the opposition at the time. both were launched on-line 
to circumvent restricted access to broadcasting under the previous administration. 
currently Hromadske TV is the only channel funded by donations and grants. its 
independence from both the state and business conglomerates suggests a strong 
new contribution to press freedom and plurality. whether these two entities succeed 
in the longer term, however, given the highly competitive media business market 
dominated by the oligarchs’ abilities to cross-subsidize, remains to be seen. 

Payment for Media

another media-related issue that is characteristic of Ukraine’s election campaigns 
is the phenomenon known as “jeansa”. also called “pay-to-play” journalism, 
jeansa is media content posing as objective news stories, but paid for by a particular 
sponsor with the intention of putting his or her own editorial perspective on the 
news. it is a “news” equivalent of the advertorial, but without indicators listed to 
the reader that it is paid media.

according to the journalism watchdog Telekritika, pay-to-play journalism levels 
are down by 30% compared to the 2012 elections, but the phenomenon is still 
present in not-insignificant volumes. Jeansa has been well documented by election 
observation missions for years, and it is recommended that legal and enforcement 
mechanisms be strengthened to curb the prominence of this phenomenon.

as with broadcasting, jeansa and owner-directed editorial bias are the areas in 
which the greatest improvement must be made in the print news platform.

the proliferation of newly created free “newspapers” is problematic. these 
“newspapers” are duly registered as newspapers several weeks before the 
election campaign and issue virtual duplications of particular political parties’ 
campaign content. 

70 http://www.5.ua/ukrajina/ekonomika/item/392055-uriad-skhvalyv-paket-antykoruptsiinykh-zakonoproektiv
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Civil Society’s Rising Involvement 

collective citizen journalism has emerged as a significant presence in Ukraine’s 
media context, with a number of new journalist resources proliferating from an 
increasingly strengthening civil society culture. the websites rada2014.com.ua and 
opir.org were formed to expose corruption of candidates (from all parties) running 
for office. civil society organizations such as oPora, the committee of voters of 
Ukraine, Telekritika, the institute of mass information, and Chesno have provided 
detailed analyses of parties, campaign and pre-election processes, and real-time 
election law violations. Such material has been used widely by journalists as a 
source of raw data, has provided journalists with leads, and has served as an 
alternative source of data and analysis for the public at large – thus enriching 
the overall media and public information environment.

civil society groups have also had increased access to punditry avenues in the present 
election campaign compared with those of the past, thus adding to the diversity 
of opinion in the media commentary environment. this improvement is one indicator 
of the significant overall improvement in media freedom in the 2014 parliamentary 
election in comparison to the 2012 parliamentary election campaign environment.

Regulations 

regulations governing media coverage of campaigns, and media conduct during 
campaigns, are the responsibility of the national television and radio broadcasting 
council of Ukraine. the council reports irregularities (usually relating to the conduct 
of political advertising) to the central election commission or to the relevant district 
election commission, to call offending tv channels to task. two days before the 
elections the council issued 13 warnings. however, the absence of a legislative 
base deprives the council of any meaningful recourse in enforcing the regulations. 
the head of the council emphasized the need for a strengthened regulatory 
environment governing media fairness in campaigns.71

71 http://nrada.gov.ua/ua/news/radanews/21880.html

Media Complaints in the Courts

on a very positive note caneom observers 
heard few complaints of denial of media 
access or harassment.72 in the kyiv court 
of appeal a complaint was filed by the 
radical Party after tv channel 1+1 denied 
them airtime to respond to a broadcast 
they alleged was false. the court of 
appeal upheld the complaint and 
referred it back to the cec for enforce-
ment. the commission, by resolution 
no.2084, decided to apply to the 
constitutional court for direction on 
the jurisdiction to apply an administra-
tive penalty in this case.73 on election day, 
the cec received two additional complaints 
on activities of the media. in addition, one 
court found a violation of article 71.10 on 
polling in that a poll published for media 
consumption and for use in jeansa-style 
ads, did not indicate who ordered it, 
the time and territory, methodology, 
questions and statistical variation.74

72 See decision no. 563/1368/14-a.
73 translated as follows: considering the lack of a 

clear delineation of responsibilities of the members 
of election and referendum commissions on 
compiling the protocols on administrative offenses 
in the law of Ukraine (article 255.1.22 of the code 
of administrative offences of Ukraine) there is a 
need to address the constitutional court of Ukraine 
with a request to interpret the provision mentioned 
above in a system relation with the relevant 
provisions of the law of Ukraine “on the cec”, 
“on the election of Peoples’ deputies of Ukraine”, 
“on the election of the President of Ukraine”, 
“on the election of deputies of the autonomous 
republic of crimea, local councils and village, 
town and city mayors”, “on the all Ukrainian 
referendum” regulating the legal status of election 
commissions, referendum commissions and 
members of the commissions.

74 berdiansk district court of Zaporizhia, decision 
no. 310/8475/14-a. See also similar case in 
Zhotomyr 817/3015/14.

rada2014.com.ua
opir.org
http://nrada.gov.ua/ua/news/radanews/21880.html
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Complaints and Appeals 
the basis for all law and legal proceedings 
in Ukraine is derived from the constitution 
and laws of Ukraine, including election 
rights which are also detailed in the 
various other pieces of domestic election 
laws, as noted above.75 the universal 
principles for legal proceedings of 
impartiality, rule of law, transparency, 
and fairness are also found in the 
constitution of Ukraine.76 

the enforcement of electoral rights is 
a substantive and important part of the 
achievement of constitutional rights. 

75 the Law on the Election of Peoples’ Deputies 
and other provisions in the Law on Political 
Parties, the Code of Administrative Proceedings, 
Code of Administrative Offenses and the Criminal 
Code, as well as regulations adopted by the 
cec. recent passage of the new criminal 
code penalties and the law on prosecution is 
welcomed and will support the investigation 
and deterrence of bribery and corruption cases. 

76 article 6 of the Constitution requires that judicial 
power be exercised within the constitution 
and specifically under article 8, the principle 
of rule of law. article 129 outlines the principles 
of judicial proceedings including legality, equality 
before the law, adversarial procedure, and 
openness. articles 147 and 150 states that the 
constitutional court has sole jurisdiction to 
provide the interpretation of the constitution and 
to declare the unconstitutionality of Ukraine laws. 

Public Access and  
transparency 
District Election Commissions

hearings of complaints at the district 
commissions are public and the decisions 
were posted outside their offices for 
public access. Some but not all decisions 
on complaints were posted on the cec 
website as required by article 113.10 of 
the election law. For routine decisions 
this is not so important but as election 
day progressed and significant and 
important decisions were taken, the 
issue became more acute.79 

Central Election Commission

For the most part, cec hearings are open. 
caneom observers were invited to attend 
some pre-sessions and the formal 
hearings of the central election 
commission.80 cec resolutions are 
published on their website in a timely 
manner, but do not often have substantive 

79 as our observer noted, it was particularly 
difficult to verify the truth of early morning 
election-day decisions by dec 106 to change 
the membership of various Pecs. this became 
quite significant when people showed up with 
a 15-page dec decision ordering substantial 
replacement of Pec membership hours before 
the final count. this decision was not posted 
and could not be verified. this left old Pec 
members worrying about their legal obligations 
of their oath to uphold the law and left the dec 
with no public accountability. 

80 on occasion observers heard full and open 
discussion by commission members in both 
the pre-sessions and the full sessions. 

lEGAl  
ANAlYSIS

decisions, actions or inactions of election 
commissions or its members, and actions 
of other electoral actors can be appealed 
or complained about by voters, candidates, 
political parties, domestic observers, and 
election commissions under articles 108-114 
of the Law on the Election of Peoples’ Deputies 
to various venues.77

caneom was able to directly observe 
over 48 hearings, and review 175 court 
decisions and over 1,200 election 
commission resolutions.78

77 the decisions of Pecs can be reviewed by 
the dec or at a general or administrative 
court. appeals of these go to the administrative 
courts of appeals. complaints against a district 
commission are heard by the cec, or the 
administrative court of appeal and, complaints 
or appeals about the cec are heard by the 
kyiv administrative court of appeal. appeals 
of decisions by the administrative courts of 
appeal go to the high administrative court. 
in addition, various violations of the election 
law can be heard through a civil procedure or 
a criminal procedure. if a complaint is filed at 
two venues, then the lower body ceases processing 
the complaint.

78 caneom observers attended court in most 
oblasts and the kyiv court of appeal and high 
administrative court of Ukraine. in addition 
observers interviewed election commission 
members and judges from all level of courts 
about the conduct of legal proceedings. 
observers also met with Judge mykolaiovych, 
chair, and Judge Smokovych, deputy chair, 
of the high administrative court to discuss the 
operations of the court, role of precedent and 
rule of law, assignment of cases to judge panels, 
judge training, interpretation of human rights 
cases and candidate registration cases. 
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reasoning. as required by article 113.10 of the election law, the cec is publishing some 
district election commission decisions. 

notice of hearings is not consistently posted publicly or online and agendas are 
not available in advance. while all of the formal sessions are open to the public, 
including party and candidate representatives and observers, they are often a 
routine vote on the resolutions of the commission without discussion.81 
Furthermore, individual members of the commission make decisions on files that 
do not comply with any legal process principles and are not reviewed by the cec 
nor made public. 

more could be done to advance public access and transparency of the operations 
and decision-making at the central election commission. 

Courts 
observers attended all levels of oblast courts and the appeals held at the kyiv court 
of appeal and the high administrative court of Ukraine. the docket of cases for the 
day was readily accessible as it was posted on-line, available at the courthouse through 
a searchable public database and posted outside the courtrooms. For the most part, 
court administrative staff were both welcoming and helpful to caneom observers in 
describing process, advising on upcoming cases, and sharing court case statistics. 
the courts permitted access to party representatives and election observers.82 

however, there is limited public access to courts with the registration of observers 
by passport and locked doors during the hearing. in addition no names of complainants, 
applicants or defendants are published. court decisions are posted online. however, 
at a crucial time in the week post-election, the database was not updated and was 
frequently non-functioning. this can make it difficult to assess both the consistency 
and arbitrariness of decision-making. 

Fairness 

observers reported that parties presented their positions in all venues – election 
commissions and courts. however, from both direct observation and a review of the 
case law, there does not appear to be clear procedure for due process, particularly 
on the introduction of evidence and evidentiary proof. in the cases of actions alleged 
to be in violation of the election law, parties often do not produce sworn proof of their 
case and lower courts are reluctant or unable to take jurisdiction to review evidence.83 
So while parties are given the opportunity to present their case, either in writing or 
orally, the judicial deliberations are not necessarily based on proven evidence.84 

81 as outlined in article 11.6 of the law on the cec, party proxies have been permitted to offer comment 
during the formal hearing sessions of the commission. 

82 observers noted one case where judges paid particular attention to allowing access and full partici-
pation by parties without legal representation and with a number of interlocutors. 

83 observers reported that evidence was lacking. the court decided against the complaint of campaign 
materials violation in a case decided by the Zhytomyr district administrative court, decision no. 
817/3016/14.

84 often there is no oral sworn testimony and the evidence is limited to certified paperwork filed by parties. 
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Rule of Law 
over the course of the 2014 early Parliamentary elections, commission members and 
judges administered several hundred hearings. Some election commission members 
and most judges who are now sitting on the courts were educated as lawyers before 
contemporary legal principles were applied in Ukraine. thus their formal education 
did not include current judicial understanding of fairness, transparency, rule of law, 
rules of evidence, and statutory interpretation, including the substantive interpretation 
of constitutional rights. 

in preparation for hearing election decisions, training was offered to judges on the 
application of the decisions of the european court of human rights85 and the appli-
cation of these principles of interpretation for Ukrainian judges. there are also a number 
of local and international civil society groups sponsoring training of judges throughout 
Ukraine. this training is also related to these general legal principles of rule of law, 
fairness, due process and transparency.86 

while there was no advance training of prosecutors, police, or court administration staff 
on the investigation of election violations, our observers noted various levels of prepa-
ration and understanding of their role under the relevant election laws, including the 
criminal code.87 in kharkiv and odessa, special police divisions were set up and in 
Poltava oblast there was a prosecutor task force handling all elections matters.88 

despite this training, observer interviews and a review of the case law indicate 
that judges inconsistently applied the decisions of the european court of human 
rights and are not substantively interpreting rights under the Ukrainian constitution. 
decision-makers, for the most part, are not considering precedential or leading cases 
from the higher courts of Ukraine on constitutionally protected human rights and the 
election laws.89 

85 the oSce and council of europe led trainings of judges in 8 venues with attendance of approximately 
20 to 25 judges at each training. Presentation included a review of the election related decisions of 
the european court of human rights and a review of Ukrainian law related to these principles. 
observers attended the training held in kyiv on october 7, 2014. this session included attendance by 
judges of the high administrative court of Ukraine, the district administrative courts of appeal, and 
the district administrative courts. due to recent changes to the criminal code there has also been some 
training available to judges on rule of law and evidence in criminal prosecutions. this training is particular 
to the enforcement of the Criminal Code. 

86 For example, training curriculum is being developed on land law, courtroom management, evidence 
and statutory interpretation through a project of the national Justice institute of canada – Judicial 
education for economic growth, with the national School of Judges of Ukraine. additional training 
is also being provided by the council of europe, the oSce and the USaid Fair Justice and rule of 
law projects. 

87 in a meeting with deputy Prosecutor general vitalii kasko, caneom was advised that extensive training 
of prosecutors and investigators will begin late fall 2014. this training will include protection of 
human rights, rights of minors, and investigation of cyber crime.

88 training of trainers for election day security and policing was led by committee of voters of Ukraine, 
with the intention of reaching 100,000 police officers through a pyramid of training. See committee 
of voters of Ukraine training materials located on their website: http://electioninfo.org.ua/page/
mltsya-na-viborah.

89 observers attended cases held at Zhytomyr district administrative court and court of appeal, rivne 
district administrative court, kyiv district administrative court and kyiv administrative court of 
appeal, odessa district administrative court, Zaporizhia district administrative court, ternopil 
district administrative court and appeal court and courts in kherson and kharkiv and met with 
judges and court administration in volyn, khmelnytsky, rivne, Zhytomyr, odeal, Prymosky, kyiv, 
kharkiv, kherson, Zaporizhia, Uzhorod, komunarsjkyj and Zakarpattya. 

http://electioninfo.org.ua/page/mltsya-na-viborah
http://electioninfo.org.ua/page/mltsya-na-viborah
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there is little consistency across decisions of judges, courts, or panels of the same 
court.90 this practice is described by judges as “independence of the judiciary”. 
however, this application of independence results in numerous and conflicting 
interpretations of the election laws, some well-reasoned but many without clear 
or substantive reasoning, particularly without any distinguishing of differing facts 
or applications of a legal test.91 

Remedies
the remedies set out in article 13 of the Law on Election of Peoples’ Deputies are 
limited to rectification or warnings. therefore violations of the law are effectively 
without penalty.92 criminal penalties increased on october 14, 2014 could serve 
to discourage electoral malfeasance in future elections.93 

in summary, the courts and election commissions demonstrate a wide variance 
in the understanding and application of the principles of transparency, fairness 
and rule of law. thus with the ability to choose various venues of first instance 
and the struggle with lack of evidentiary proof and standards of proof, election 
cases are being heard in multiple venues with varying expertise as to process 
fairness and rule of law. the process of enforcement and appeal under Ukrainian 
election law is unnecessarily complex. it results in conflicting and inconsistent 
application of the laws at all levels, causing confusion for candidates, political 
parties, voters, and decision-makers, and results in no resolution to serious 
allegations of violations.94 

in addition, without the application of these judicial principles and without basing 
decisions soundly on the constitutionally protected rights and freedoms, decisions 
may appear arbitrary, inconsistent, and unfair. an appearance of arbitrariness 
inevitably leads to allegations of favoritism and corruption.95 

Overview of Cases
complaints and appeals were filed at all levels of the election commissions and 
courts. as reported by the central election commission on october 31, 324 
complaints were filed with the commission with 157 complaints about campaign 

90 in a roundtable on october 23, 2014, central election commission deputy chair andriy mahera 
commented that of the approximately 250 appeals on cec decisions to reject a candidate registration, 
44 overturned the original decision and directed the cec to register the candidate. deputy chair 
mahera commented that he found no difference between the 210 upheld and the 44 overturned, 
other than the names of the applicants. 

91 in the 2008 case of kovach v. Ukraine, the echr stated that decisions must be fair and objective 
and must prevent an abuse of power. they went on to find that a decision to annul 4 Pec counts 
was arbitrary and not proportionate. See paragraph 61. 

92 See for example decision no 815/5826/14 of the odessa administrative court where a complaint 
was filed against dec 140 for removal of 14 batkivshchyna candidates prior to Pec lot drawing due 
to the same people being proposed by the Future Ukraine party. the court found the dec’s actions 
illegal because the party was not advised and given the opportunity to correct the error. the court 
decided, however, that it could not compel the dec to re-register the candidates or to reconsider 
their decision.

93 the Criminal Code was amended to increase penalties under article 157 for interfering with the 
election process, article 159 for violation of election financing rules and article 160 regarding bribery. 
the law came into effect on october 23, 2014.

94 at the closure of the session on thursday october 9, 2014 the central election commission objected 
to what they viewed as courts giving conflicting direction on the interpretation of law, particularly 
that related to the process for registration of candidates. 

95 For example, in an interview with a self-nominated candidate, observers were told that the dec kept 
sending him back with corrections until it was too late to register while the dec accepted the 
application of candidates from another party. no formal complaint was filed. 
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violations, 123 on dec and Pec decisions and work, and 18 on vote buying. 
twenty-eight of these complaints were still under consideration by the cec at 
the time, 30 were resolved by resolution, and 266 were returned to the applicants 
as they failed to meet the procedural filing requirements under article 110.

in addition, as of november 3, 2014, the ministry of internal affairs advised that 
366 investigation files were open: 204 alleged violations related to interference 
with election processes and election campaign funding violations; and 118 files 
opened on vote buying.96 

two significant issues dominate the election case law – confusion over jurisdiction 
of the decision-maker and difficulties differentiating between substantive and 
technical errors. 

Jurisdiction
during this election period, election bodies and courts regularly defered cases to 
another venue stating they did not have jurisdiction to hear the evidence or decide 
the issue, that another court has jurisdiction, or that the investigation and hearing 
of evidence must be done in another venue. For example, in the rivne administrative 
court, in a case regarding campaign materials violation, the court decided they 
did not have jurisdiction and referred the applicant to the local general court.97 

multiple forum options results in large numbers of judges passing on their 
responsibility and arbitrarily refusing to hear the cases filed in their courts. 
Furthermore it encourages complaints being filed with police before an election 
commission can review them.

often cases are referred back to the police or the prosecutor’s office. For example, 
in cec resolution no. 1555, october 8, 2014, a complaint was filed by candidate 
Shynkarenko requesting declaration that candidate Somov’s pre-election campaign 
activity was in violation of the law. the cec rejected the complaint of candidate 
Shynkarenko and sent the complaint together with the attached documents to the 
ministry of internal affairs of Ukraine for further investigation. and again in 
resolution no. 1822, october 15, 2014 an application was referred to the court 
for investigation. in the period october 23, 2014 to october 31, 2014 the cec referred 
15 cases to the ministry of internal affairs for investigation. 

on october 28 the cec heard a complaint by oPora that dec 135 required all 
observers to stay away from the tabulation work of the dec to a distance of 5 metres 
by the placement of a large strip of tape. oPora observers were advised that if 
they crossed the tape they would be removed from the dec. the majority of the 
commission stated that the court must decide this issue. deputy cec chair 
Usenko-chorna dissented from the decision of the majority stating that the 

96 also as of november 3, 2014, 35 investigations had been closed. in addition, observers have met 
with law enforcement representatives throughout the country, including in donetsk and luhansk. 
they were clearly comfortable with security related support for the election but had a mixed 
response on their responsibilities to enforce election law violations – some saying they are well-
prepared with special investigation teams or with well-experienced officers to uphold the law. For 
example, kharkiv police explained their role as investigators in election law cases and police in 
dnepropetrovsk initiated a theft investigation regarding a diskette of election material from dec 40. in 
other oblasts, however, law enforcement personnel consider election offences to be trivial. 

97 the complainant lawyer told observers that the problem is with the law because the administrative 
court is a relatively new court and their jurisdiction is unclear for deciding these types of cases. 
rivne district administrative court decision no. 817/2936/14.
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commission had jurisdiction to review complaints on dec actions.98 given that 
the commission appoints district election commissions, oversees their operations 
and approves all election observers, it would seem that this is precisely the kind 
of case where the commission should demonstrate its expertise in interpreting 
the election law. 

the european court of human rights in the 2012 decision of shapovalov v. Ukraine, 
found that the right to a hearing is violated when a complaint is not heard on its 
merits. the court decided that the refusal to hear a complaint amounts to a denial 
of justice and impairs the very essence of the applicant’s right to access a court.99

therefore, through a possible mix of inexperience, disinterest, misunderstanding 
of jurisdiction or pure avoidance, many cases are shunted between decision-makers 
resulting in an effective denial of justice in the enforcement of electoral rights. 

technical or substantive Errors 
Parties and single mandate candidates file applications with the district election 
commissions and with the central election commission for candidate registration, 
proxy registration, observer nominations, financial documentation, and various 
changes to all of the above. often there are errors, gaps or missing documents 
in these applications. in this and previous elections, this has resulted in a large 
number of disputes over the application rules of the election commissions. 

the echr decision in Krasnov and skuratova v. Russia (2008) stated that, in 
balancing substantive rights and electoral laws, there must be a measuring of 
proportionality between the aims of the law and the denial of a substantive right 
to run in a national election.100 

in our review of 76 Ukrainian court cases on candidate registration, 50 cases were 
dismissed, 23 upheld and three were not considered. in cases which they dismissed, 
the courts agreed with the cec that a failure to include particular facts in a biography, 
a failure to include certain details, or failure to sign the conflict of interest 
agreement were a general failure to submit a document and therefore a defensible 
reason to reject the application. in the cases that were upheld, judges emphasized 
the substantive interest of the person to become a candidate and found the 
omissions to be only technical. in addition, a number of these panels relied on 
the Krasnov decision. 

in addition, the cec procedural law does not set out any requirement or method 
to advise applicants of errors – both correctable and not. if correctable mistakes 
are found, theoretically the applicant has five days from the filing date to add or 
correct data. Some commission members may advise candidates themselves or 
staff may be directed to advise a candidate, but for the most part, candidates are 
not advised in advance of a resolution by the cec. the only notice requirement is 
after the commission passes a resolution. at that point, under the law, it is often 
too late to make changes. 

98 by resolution no. 2086.
99 See paragraph 57. 
100 the court outlines the legal interpretation principles in that, while rights are not absolute, any 

restrictions must be necessary in a democratic society. restrictions must not curtail the rights to 
such an extent as to impair their very essence. these restrictions can be practical and effective but 
not arbitrary and, they must be legitimate and proportionate. See paragraphs 44 and 65. 
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Ukrainian higher court decisions are not considered precedential. lower courts 
and election commissions’ decisions are, for the most part, still formalistic.101 See 
for example the decision of the odessa administrative court that focused on the 
difference between a technical mistake and a material omission of information 
in the documents submitted by Smd candidates for Pec membership.102 without 
training in statutory interpretation and where the election laws are fairly technical, 
decision-makers are having difficulty determining what is a substantive issue or 
violation and what is a technical violation or error. 

Candidate registration
there were numerous complaints filed at the cec to appeal candidate registration 
decisions of the decs and the cec. 224 appeals were also filed at the high 
administrative court. appeals were still being heard by appellate bodies as late 
as october 21, 2014. Sixty-nine cases went back to the cec for either registration 
or reconsideration.103 

Several decisions regarding the 5-year residency requirement were appealed to 
the courts of appeal and to the high administrative court of Ukraine. a number 
of the decisions refer to the echr decisions in Melnychenko v. Ukraine (2005)104 
and Krasnov and skuratov v. Russia (2008) in attempting to balance substantive 
and technical requirements under the law. out of 8 appeals, 6 resulted in upholding 
the cec decisions and 2 others were overruled. the cases seem to indicate that 
where no information is provided, the candidate will not be given latitude to correct 
their application. where a candidate provides insufficient or information in error, 
the candidate would be allowed to add information and thereby prove the residency 
requirement.105 this distinction still remains somewhat arbitrary. 

Party registration

while party registration was orderly, the denial of registration of candidates continued 
to be the largest area of registration concern and in some cases, effectively decimated 
a party’s participation. the congress of Ukrainian nationalists attempted to overturn 
the cec decision to deny registration of 92 of their 101 candidates on the basis of missing 
emails and phone numbers. various appeals on both the substantive and procedural 
aspects of this case were unsuccessful which effectively resulted in this party being 
denied registration.106

101 observers attended the oSce council of europe training of 20 judges on october 7, 2014. between 
october 7 and october 25, 7 of these judges wrote electoral decisions, in which 2 of these judges 
referred to european human rights principles. See case nos. 875/215/14, 815/5858/14 and 815/6018/14.

102 in the case of a technical mistake (e.g. typo) the dec argued it should inform the candidate of the 
issue and allow time for a re-submission of documents. oral argument, therefore, focus on what 
constituted a technical mistake. 

103 the majority of these cases concerned the denial of registration applications for missing data or 
errors and are discussed above in the general comments on substantive and technical interpreta-
tions of the election law. 

104 this decision reviewed the rejection of an application for candidacy and in particular, the kind of 
detail that could be used to determine the effective residency of the candidate. the court decided 
that the technical application of a rule on residency violated the right to be an election candidate. 

105 See decisions 875/162/14, 875/103/14, 875/214/14, 875/100/14, 875/196/14 and 875/162/14. 
106 the short time lines to appeal meant they submitted consolidated appeals material – much of which 

was deemed incorrect or incomplete. See high administrative court of Ukraine decision no. 
875/174/14. 



Formation of Precinct and District Election Commissions
Seventy-nine cases were filed at the cec regarding the formation of decs and Pecs 
and others were filed with the courts.107 Some cases filed in oblast courts dealt with 
the appointment of a dec chair, and the appointment of various members of the decs 
and the Pecs, including a case where the court reviewed the details of the applications 
for seats on the dec.108 

Some of these dec decisions on Pec membership were challenged in court. notably, 
the odessa administrative court of appeal upheld dec decisions where the lottery 
was conducted through the vybory system. other courts determined that the use of 
the vybory system was too mechanical and failed to account for previously determined 
seats. while there seems to be a dispute about how it is used, it remains an example 
of best practice.109

the odessa district administrative court reviewed a complaint regarding the failure 
to appoint Pec members where the candidate submitted the names on a 2012 form 
that did not include identification of political party. the court decided against the 
candidate and did not include their nominees to a Pec.110 also in odessa candidate 
makarenko objected to a dec decision to discard their Pec nominees as they did not 
indicate their willingness to serve in an executive position. the court found this was a 
substantive error and denied the nomination of 25 of 89 makarenko Pec members.111

a case launched by the hungarian community in Zakarpattya dealt with historical 
boundary changes of a dec. it was scheduled for hearing with the high administrative 
court as of october 31, 2014, but as of november 27, 2014 no decision has yet been 
recorded. complainants advised our observers that the case was also filed in the 
european court of human rights, and is expected to be heard in december. 

Voter Registration, Voter Lists, Change of Voting Place 
voter registration and particularly change of voting place, has been a more signifi-
cant issue in this parliamentary election due to events in donetsk and luhansk. 
there were relatively few complaints regarding this process despite confusion 
related to rights, process, and the late amendments to the law. in our review of 
29 cases, the majority of courts enrolled voters in the new location and in 3 cases 
the courts advised the voter to file their documentation with the State voter registry. 

Campaign Materials
three areas of concern arise in these complaints – damage of campaign materials, 
inappropriate location of materials, and materials without required campaign 
financial identification.112

our observers reported cases of damage to party and candidate signage and tents, 
including damage by arson, gunfire, and paint. Some complaints were filed with 

107  reported as filed with the high administrative court of Ukraine as of october 30, 2014 as an appeal 
to make amendments to the cec resolution no. 821 dated august 27, 2014. 

108 in rivne, luhansk and in the kyiv administrative court of appeal. See case no. 810/5858/14.
109 See decisions of the odessa district administrative court no. 81/5827/14 and no. 815/5891/14. 

See also decision no. 815/5874/14. 
110 case no. 815/5828/14.
111 case no. 815/5824/14.
112 observers also attended case no. 817/3014/14 in Zhytomyr where there was a dispute about distribution 

of false information using the other party’s identification. the case was left without consideration 
as it was filed out of time. 
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the police and are under investigation.113 at a dec interview, observers saw a 
Poroshenko bloc poster visible in the dec office. in donetsk our observers saw 
billboards for a charity that were very similar to a candidate’s billboard. 

court cases dealt with campaign materials and media without the required 
identification. we reviewed 12 cases in which 4 decisions found against the 
candidates on issues of identification on materials, while others focused on media 
advertisement without identification. in a case heard by the vinnytsia district 
administrative court and then the kyiv administrative court of appeal, the cec 
was directed to warn a candidate about proper financial identification.114 other 
cases in which a violation was found to have taken place included two cases in 
which the candidate failed to pay for the signs out of the campaign funds and others 
where false rumours were spread on party websites.115

Bribery, Vote-Buying 
as of november 3, 2014, the ministry of internal affairs had registered a total 
of 118 possible criminal code bribery violations. the bribery files include allega-
tions of distribution of money, gift certificates, eyeglasses, food packages, free bus 
travel, bicycles, and bed linen. 

For example, at a town meeting in lviv oblast on october 18, candidate yeremiyev 
and his campaign staff were observed tracking people’s requests for heating 
systems and a fridge and promising to deliver these goods.116 

caneom observers also heard complaints of charity foundations closely aligned 
with a political party or candidate distributing food or other items on behalf of that 
candidate. a political party activist in lviv said that while she and 500 others started 
with one such charity foundation in lviv they were now considered members of 
the party.117 in the kharkiv district administrative court, however, the court decided 
against a complaint of vote buying because the distribution of goods was funded 
by a charity.118 

most complaints of vote-buying or bribery are under criminal investigation. the 
cec referred 15 cases to the ministry of internal affairs. other courts were also 
reluctant to tackle these cases, as can be seen from the decision of the cherkassy 
district administrative court which ruled that it could not determine if there was 
evidence of vote buying. it indicated that this issue should first be dealt with in a 
criminal court.119 in two instances cases were upheld either when the candidate 
was present or when the candidate admitted handing out the gifts.120 the electoral 
code needs clarification of the jurisdiction to hear administrative violations and 
a determination whether this issue is solely a criminal code violation. 

113 Police launched 118 investigations under criminal code, article 194, 259 and 296 based on ministry 
of internal affairs statistics as of november 1, 2014. 

114 kirovograd district administrative court, decision no. 811/3418/14 and decision no. 802/3578/14-a from 
vinnytsa district administrative court and no. 875/335/14 of the kyiv administrative court of appeal. 

115 See case no. 806/4688/14 and also 817/3127/14.
116 also in kyiv, two young girls were observed holding bags from candidate vadim Stollar in which were 

chocolate bars, colouring books and crayons. in donetsk oblast the Solod campaign was observed by 
caneom distributing food and landscaping a new park with the assistance of the city Fire department. 

117 in another party interview, observers were advised that party candidates were “helping people”. 
118 See decision no. 823/3032/14.
119 this is consistent with decisions of the dnipropetrovsk district administrative court decision 

no. 804/16722/14, chernihiv district administrative court decision no. 825/3309/14 and odessa 
district administrative court decision no. 815/5858/14.

120 See no 825/3308/14 in which the kyiv administrative court of appeal and no 804/16722/14 the 
dnipropetrovsk administrative court of appeal upheld a vote-buying allegation. 



Abuse of state Resources
a number of reports were made to caneom observers about the abuse of state 
resources but very few complaints have been filed and decided upon. Some of 
these complaints are under police investigation as indicated above. of six court 
cases analyzed, half found a violation against the candidate.121 

Violence, Campaigning Obstruction or Harassment

early in the campaign there were several assaults on candidates, some of which 
were claimed in the name of citizen-directed lustration. candidates were put into 
garbage bins, assaulted, had paint thrown on them, and they and their families 
were intimidated and harassed. various allegations of burglary, assaults, and 
arson have been filed with the police and are being investigated either as assaults 
or hooliganism.122 notably, a candidate in kharkiv had a grenade launched into 
his office, while another candidate was shot in the leg in borispil. these issues 
are with the courts. 

Violations of Day of Silence October 25, 2014

Under article 74.24 the lviv administrative court of appeal found the city council 
of Uzhorod guilty of failing to remove all election signage from public places by 
midnight october 24. however, since the materials were removed by 13:00 on 
october 25 no additional remedy was ordered.123 in addition, the same court found 
that the responsibility for removing signs lay with the kolomyia city and not with 
the advertising agency that originally posted them.124

Election Commission Irregularities – Voting/Counting/tabulation 
For the week of october 23 to october 31 the central election commission received 
35 complaints regarding decs receipt of protocols, tabulation, and other violations.125 
while not initially filed as complaints, the central election commission also took 
the initiative to replace dec members when the tabulation reporting at the dec 
was purposefully stalled or being obstructed. on october 27, the morning after 
the election, the commission made changes to decs 25, 107, 138 and 140.126 
on october 28, 2014 the commission made changes to decs 106 and 112 and 
on october 29, the commission made changes to decs 25, 49, 79, 106, 107, 114 and 
135127. on october 30 the cec changed membership on decs 49, 59, 77 and 

121 note the decision in odessa no. 815/5781/14 in which the court permits public servants to campaign 
on their personal time. reviewed on october 31, 2014. See decision no. 806/4557/14 and also kyiv city 
district administrative court decision no. 826/15525/14, volyn district administrative court decision 
no. 803/2105/14 and kyiv administrative court of appeal decision no. 825/3092/14. our observers 
also attended the Zhytomyr district administrative court where the court found that the head of 
administration had violated the law when he posted his own political advertising on the official 
website of chernyahivska district administration. 

122 civic Position dnipropetrovsk office reported a burglary in which laptops were stolen from their 
office. it was also reported to the police. 

123 decision on october 27, 2014 of lviv administrative court of appeal overturning the Zakarpattya 
district administrative court decision, court file no. 807/3353/14.

124 decision no. 346/5829/14-a.
125 as of october 31, 2014 the cec reported to us the filing of 10 complaints on receipt of documents, 

9 on tabulation, 1 on restriction of observers, 1 on dec decisions on complaints, 9 on the work of 
the dec, and 5 on the work of the Pec.

126 as discussed in cec press conference october 26 at 11:00 and 23:30, and october 27 at 11:30. 
127 caneom observers were refused access to Pec 511336 in dec 135, special military hospital poll. 
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198 and on october 31, again in decs 49, 79 and 106.128 on november 1, the 
cec amended the composition of dec 50, 59, 107 and 182.

on october 31, the central electoral commission directed resolution no. 2106 at 
nine members of dec 59 who had prevented the october 30 appointments of the 
commission from taking their oath. the action of these members was found to 
be in violation of article 36.3 and their appointments were terminated.129

an early morning decision of dec 106 resulted in new commission members 
arriving at fifty Pecs. this included a large number of replacements in Pecs 
441162, 441169, 441171, 441172, 441187, 441191, 441194 and 441195. the decision 
of dec 106 was not posted on the cec website as of november 2, 2014. a complaint 
regarding dec 106 receipt of documents from the Pec was left without consideration 
and referred to the court by the commission.130 in addition, on three occasions 
post-election the commission replaced members of the dec 106.131

in dec 217 the chair was replaced 3 days prior to the election. he had removed the 
computer staff without dec approval and was briefly arrested on election night. 
after discussion and negotiation with a representative of the ministry of internal 
affairs, he was reinstated. our observers were unable to approach dec 217 on 
election day due to protests and armed security presence. after election day our 
observers met with the dec and counting was progressing. 

court appeals were filed against election day decisions of election commissions 
at the precinct, district, and central level. as these are still being heard through 
the various venues by appeal, we were not able to provide a final analysis of 
these decisions.132 

notable is the appeal on the distribution of ballots in dec 223, Special prison 
poll 000001, where both the Smd and party ballots were given to inmates. on the 
morning of election day october 26, the cec directed decs to distribute two ballots 
to special polls.133 the courts have thus far upheld the commission’s decision though 
not on the substantive question.134 in dec 67, allegations of tabulation violations 
were dismissed when the application did not include the required two voters’ 
signatures on the complaint.135 

128 decs 25 (dnipropetrovsk oblast), 107 (luhansk oblast), 138 (odesa oblast) and 140 (odesa oblast).
on october 28, 2014 the commission made changes to decs 106 (luhansk oblast) and 112 
(luhansk oblast) and on october 29, the commission made changes to decs 25 (dnipropetrovsk 
oblast), 49 (donetsk oblast), 79 (Zaporizhzhya oblast), 106 (luhansk oblast), 107 (luhansk oblast), 
114 (luhansk oblast) and 135 (odesa oblast). on october 30 the cec changed membership on 
decs 49 (donetsk oblast), 59 (donetsk oblast), 77 (Zaporizhzhya oblast) and 98 (kyiv oblast) and 
on october 31, again in decs 49 (donetsk oblast) and 106 (luhansk oblast), and in dec 
79 (Zaporizhzhya oblast) .

129 the cec directed the new members to be sworn in by noon of november 1, 2014. 
130 resolution no. 2100 dated october 30, 2014.
131 there are three cec resolutions regarding the changes of dec#106 (luhansk oblast) composition: 

no 2085 of 28.10 – 7 members were replaced; #2091 of 29.10 – to terminate powers of 5 members 
of the dec#106; no 2107 of 31.10 when a new chair was appointed.

132 See video on case about Pec counting improprieties in mykolayiv regional administrative court at 
http://nikvesti.com/news/politics/60833.

133 announced by deputy-chair Usenko-chorna at press briefings october 26, 2014 at 14:30 and again, 
in response to questions, at 18:30. 

134 in decision no 761/31656/14-a the appeal was dismissed by the Shevchenko district court of kyiv 
and then also dismissed by the kyiv administrative court of appeal. the kyiv administrative court 
of appeal found that, since the application must be signed by two people, and it was not in this 
case, they could not find a violation under art. 92.1.1 of the law. 

135 See decision 806/4849/14.
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as of october 30, the high administrative court had only received 8 cases other than the 224 early cases on candidate 
registration. they concern ballots and vote tabulation and are yet to be decided. more applications are expected. in addition, 
criminal investigations can take up to 2 months to conclude before being referred to hearing. as a result we were unable to 
analyze criminal cases at this stage. 

CRIMINAL CODE OF UKRAINE INVEstIgAtIONs As OF OCtOBER 31, 2014

REgION
ARt. 
125

ARt. 
129

ARt. 
157

ARt. 
158-1

ARt. 
158

ARt. 
194

ARt. 
259

ARt. 
296

ARt. 
357

ARt. 
358

ARt. 
359

ARt. 
361

cherkasy  2 1  1   6 1    

chernihiv 2  26   4   1     

chernivtsi  1 1          

dnipropetrovsk 1  3 1 4 2  6  1   

donetsk   9 6  2 2  7     

ivano-Frankivsk 1            

kharkiv 2  15  1 1 2 5     

Zaporizhzhya 2  13    2 7 1    

Zhytomyr  1 4  3  1  1 4     

kherson  2  3   3  5     

khmelnytsky   1 1         

kirovograd 1  7     2     

kyiv   2   2  3     

luhansk             

lviv 1       1 1    

mykolayiv  2 17  1 1 2  1    1

odesa 1 1 22 1 2 5  10  1   

Poltava      2 1 3 1    

rivne 2  22 1 1  1 2     

Sumy 1  10   1  2     

ternopil 1  1 2    1     

the city of kyiv 8  29 1 1 9 3 6 2 2  1

vinnytsya 1  6  1    2   1  

volyn             

Zakarpattya 8  2     1     

art. 125, 129 intended minor bodily injury, threat to kill
art. 157 interference with the right to vote, or with the work of an election committee or activities as an official 

observer
art. 158 Forgery of election documents, falsification of election returns, providing false information to or falsification 

of information of the State register of voters
art. 158-1 voting at polling station more than once
art. 194 willful destruction or damage of property
art. 259 knowingly false report of a threat to the safety of citizens, destruction or impairment of property
art. 296 hooliganism
art. 357, 358 Stealing and forgery of documents, stamps and seals, or acquiring them by fraud
art. 359, 361 technology, unauthorized interference with the work of electronics or telecommunication networks

at the conclusion of the mission, the high administrative court of Ukraine was just receiving applications and appeals related to 
the voting and tabulation process. notwithstanding these ongoing cases, no systematic bias in the courts in favour of particular 
parties or candidates could be attested. the electoral complaints resolution system and the training of judges does leave some 
room for improvement, but on balance, the case rulings seemed fair and well-intentioned. 

the observation mission did not find severe violations that were not brought to the attention of the police, prosecution, or courts.
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ElEcTION PERIOd
IMMEDIAtE PRE-ELECtION PERIOD (OCtOBER 22-25)

From october 22 to 25, caneom observers 
visited over 2,300 polling stations in 
every oblast outside illegally occupied 
crimea to monitor the preparedness of 
election commissioners, accessibility 
of polling stations, delivery of ballots, 
and the finalization of voter lists. 

more than 85% of caneom observers 
assessed preparations and conditions 
for the conduct of elections at polling 
stations to be “good” or “very good.” 
no tension or unrest was reported in 
the vicinity of any polling station including 
those that were visited in the luhansk 
and donetsk oblasts. nine out of ten 
visited polling stations were clearly 
indicated by outdoor signs, though 
42% were not adapted with ramps or 
situated in accessible premises for 
voters with reduced mobility.136 Polling 
stations and their immediate surround-
ings were properly cleared of campaign 
materials. the number of polling stations 
that were open when visited by observers 
varied in accordance to the delivery of 
election materials,137 which occurred 

136 cec resolution no 5 (19.01.2012) “on 
requirements for Pec Premises and Polling 
Stations” states that polling stations must be 
adapted to the needs of citizens with disabilities. 
this includes provision of a ramp and unob-
structed access to entrance/exit areas.

137 85% of polling stations were open and 88% had 
commissioners present when visited by caneom 
observers. the law does not stipulate opening 
times for polling stations throughout the 
immediate pre-election period, but some 
commissioners should be present to receive 
and count ballots and setup materials for 
election day.

within prescribed deadlines in most 
visited polling stations.138 

observers were generally granted 
cooperation and allowed to observe 
proceedings and activities of Pec 
commissioners in more than 95% of 
polling station visits. a few exceptional 
and isolated cases were nonetheless 
reported in which observers were not 
allowed to enter polling stations by a 
commissioner or by a police officer in 
the presence of commissioners.139 

another issue reported by caneom 
observers that had been consistent since 
the formation of Pecs related to sub-
stitutions of commissioners. these 
were reported to have occurred within 
a week of election day in 46% of visited 

138 36 of more than 1,600 visited polling stations 
did not receive a revised voter list by the 
prescribed legal deadline. one instance was 
observed in which a homebound ballot box 
was already sealed and contained a protocol 
in Pec 462151, dec 118 (lviv) in violation of 
procedure. 

139 caneom observers were prohibited from 
observing the receipt and counting of ballots 
in Pec 611108, dec 163 (Sumy). observer 
access to polling stations at periods during 
which commissioners were present was also 
denied or initially restricted in Pec 121112, 
dec 26 (dnipropetrovsk), Pec 180743, dec 
64, (Zhytomyr) Pec 630916, dec 177 
(kharkiv), Pec 900622, dec 221 and Pec 
800977, dec 223 (kyiv city). in Special Pec 
631176, dec 168 (kharkiv), observers were 
also obliged to sign a document declaring 
that they did not witness any violations after 
observing preparations for elections at a prison. 

Pecs.140 a corresponding trend of late 
substitutions was also observed at the 
district level where 40 decs had some 
commissioners substituted within 24 hours 
of election day.141 

caneom observers made over 75 visits 
to polling stations in territories under 
the control of the Ukrainian government 
during the immediate pre-election period 
in the donetsk and luhansk oblasts. 
conditions at the premises of operational 
polling stations were reported to be less 
tense than observed at this period during 
the may 2014 early Presidential election. 

commissioners in these two oblasts 
nonetheless remained exposed to threats 
of violence, which contributed to high 
withdrawal and substitution rates.142 
86% of Pecs in the donetsk oblast, 

140 Substitutions were made to three or less 
commissioners in 85% of visited Pecs, but 
observers also reported cases in which the 
entire compositions of Pecs was nearly over-
hauled within a week of the parliamentary 
elections. these included Pec 511300, dec 
135 in the odessa oblast (18 substitutions), 
Pec 801981, dec 223 in kyiv city (14 substi-
tutions), and Pec 460815, dec 120 in the lviv 
oblast (13 substitutions).

141 cec resolution no 2077 (25.10.2014) formalized 
commissioner substitutions in decs 11, 20, 
24, 25, 26, 28, 33, 37, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 55, 
57, 58, 59, 60, 76, 81, 93, 96, 107, 113, 133, 
135, 136, 139, 140, 141, 142, 170, 178, 188, 
189, 190, 198, 214, 216, and 222. a further 
42 decs had commissioners substituted on 
october 24 in cec resolution no 2059. 

142 in dec 106, observers were shown propaganda 
that was allegedly being distributed in territories 
under militant occupation, which contained 
personal information and threats against 
commissioners. 
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and 80% of Pecs in the luhansk oblast that were visited by caneom observers 
during the immediate pre-election period reported to have experienced substitu-
tions of commissioners within a week of election day.143 despite these challenges, 
ballots and voter lists were received within prescribed legal deadlines in most 
visited Pecs,144 which were generally considered cooperative and transparent in 
their preparations for the election.145 

Election Day 
Opening of Polls

caneom observers were present for opening procedures at 105 polling stations. 
Pec commissioners were reported to be cooperative and to possess a clear 
understanding of opening procedures, whose administration was evaluated as 
“very good” or “good” in over 97% of cases. election materials required for the 
conduct of voting were present in all but two polling stations and handled 
transparently in accordance with procedures.146 all ballots were pre-stamped 
and stored in a safe or metal strongbox with a seal bearing the signatures of 
Pec commissioners. these seals remained intact until ballots were removed 
under inspection of commissioners and accredited observers at meetings held 
before the opening of polling stations. candidate or political party observers 
were present at 94% of polling stations visited during opening procedures. 
observers from other international missions and from domestic civil society 
groups were encountered at four out of ten visited polling stations. Unauthorized 
persons were noted at one out of ten polling stations. these ranged from police 
officers to voters that were prematurely allowed into polling stations. they were 
not observed to interfere with opening procedures. 27% of visited Pecs were not 
observed to enter their number of received ballots to vote count Protocols, but 
were able to cite this number when questioned by caneom observers. 84% of 
visited polling stations opened on time at 8:00 am. the remainder opened earlier 
or by 8:15 am.147 

at Pec 141121 in artemivsk in dec 46 over 1000 ballots were spoiled as a candidate’s 
name was stamped out on all the ballots. the poll only distributed national 
party ballots. 

143 Substitutions were made to three or less commissioners in 70% of visited Pecs, but observers also 
reported cases in which the entire compositions of Pecs was nearly overhauled within a week of 
the parliamentary elections. these included Pec 440304 (9 substitutions), Pec 440036 (8 substitutions), 
and Pecs 440037/440052/440216 (6 substitutions) in dec 114 of the luhansk oblast, as well as Pec 
140441 in dec 47 (11 substitutions), Pec 140994 (6 substitutions) in dec 48 and Pec 140767 (6 
substitutions) in dec 50 of the donetsk oblast. 

144 Pec 141211 in dec 47 (donetsk) and Pec 461942 in dec 115 (luhansk) were delayed in receiving 
their voter lists. Pecs 140764 and 140767 in dec 50 (donetsk) were delayed in receiving ballots. 

145 one important exception was reported in dec 112. observers were present at a confrontational 
meeting during which the dec chair was removed through a vote of commissioners, and decisions 
were recorded in a manner that did not reflect the actual number of votes cast on several 
decisions. 

146 Pec 050626, dec 14 (vynnytsia) had insufficient numbers of polling booths and ballot boxes. Pec 
630855, dec 175 (kharkiv) also had an insufficient number of ballot boxes. 

147 Polling stations opened to voters before 8:00 am in four visited polling stations; and by 8:15 am in 
13 visited polling stations. 
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Voting Period

caneom observers visited more than 900 polling stations during voting processes, 
which were described to be conducted in a professional and orderly manner and 
evaluated to be “good” or “very good” in over 97% of cases. virtually no tension 
or unrest was observed at visited polling stations.148 Procedures were broadly 
understood and appropriately regulated by Pec commissioners who granted full 
cooperation to observers and demonstrated a high degree of transparency. 

in terms of accessibility, the location of polling stations was clearly indicated by 
directional signs in more than 96% of cases but 43% continued to lack ramps or 
ground floor access for voters with limited mobility. long voter lineups and over-
crowding were reported at nearly 4% of visited polling stations.149 this rendered 
management of voting procedures challenging in a small number of insufficiently 
sized polling stations but was not observed to impact the secrecy of voting.150 

regular Pecs were observed to be thorough and consistent in applying procedures 
for the verification of voters and issuing of ballots.151 caneom observers noted 
instances of voters being refused ballots in accordance with legal procedure 
because they did not have proper identification or were not registered onto voter 
lists at 18.5% of visited polling stations. in Pec 210548, dec 68 (Zakarpattya) some 
disputes and confusion were also observed after voters claiming to be illiterate 
were denied requests for accompaniment in polling booths.152

a higher number of irregularities and degree of confusion were observed to disrupt 
voting processes at special polling stations. Pecs are to be provided with a number 
of ballots that exceeds the number of voters on their respective voter list by 
0.5%.153 nearly every special polling station visited by caneom observers received 
a number of ballots that exceeded this margin, sometimes by as much as ten to 
one.154 confusion was also observed over whether to issue voters at special 
polling stations with single-member district ballots.155

47 polling stations were visited by caneom observers in the luhansk and 
donetsk oblasts during the conduct of voting. For the most part, elections in these 
oblasts were consistent with positive observations made elsewhere in the country. 
Proceedings in some precincts were nonetheless hampered by election day 

148 a medium-sized group of unidentified men was encountered in close proximity to Pec 740362, 
dec 207 (chernihiv) with the proclaimed intent of defending voters from intimidation and violence. 

149 voter lineups exceeding this national average were observed at visited polling stations in lviv (23%), 
ivano-Frankivsk (11%), Zhytomyr (9%), kyiv city, mykolaiv and volyn (7%) and Sumy (5%).

150 ballot booths were observed to be appropriately arranged to ensure secrecy of voting in 98% of 
visited polling stations. 

151 Pec commissioners generally checked voter ids and signed ballot counterfoils, while voters verified 
and signed their names on voter lists, and underneath the signatures of Pec commissioners on 
ballot counterfoils. 

152 Pec commissioners determined that illiteracy did not qualify as a physical disability following high 
numbers of requests for accompaniment in polling booths by roma voters. Section 5 of article 85  
of the Parliamentary election law allows voters who are unable to fill out ballot papers owing to  
a physical disability to be accompanied in polling booths by another voter after obtaining consent 
from a commissioner.

153 Section 8 of article 80 of the Parliamentary election law. 
154 this deviation was 10:1 in Pec 511058, dec 137 (odessa), 8:1 in Pec 230834, dec 74 (Zaporizhia), 

Pec 650669, dec 182 (kherson), and Pec 740979, dec 210 (chernihiv); 6:1 in Pec 180185, dec 66 
(Zhytomyr) and 5:1 in Pec 590750, dec 159 (Sumy), Pec 631088, dec 177 (kharkiv), Pec 630995, 
dec 177 (kharkiv), Pec 181455, dec 62 (Zhytomyr), and Pec 071100, dec 22 (volyn)

155 this confusion was notably observed to cause reversals of decisions and complaints from political 
parties that resulted in the substitution of the chairperson of Pec 000001 in dec 223 (kyiv city).
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substitutions of dec and Pec commissioners.156 notably, in Pec 441172, dec 106 
(luhansk oblast) caneom observers reported an attempt to replace 
eight commissioners shortly before the end of voting. in this instance, commis-
sioners refused to step down, questioning the authenticity and legal weight of 
the dec decision that they were presented.157

Closing of Polls and Vote Count

caneom observers were present for closing procedures and counting of ballots 
at 94 polling stations whose overall administration was evaluated to be “good” 
or “very good” in 87% of cases. observers did not report procedural violations or 
incidents that could alter election results.158 rather, commissioners were described 
to make earnest efforts at implementing cumbersome and technically complex 
count procedures.159 95% of visited polling stations closed on time, with the 
remainder closing by 8:15 Pm after remaining voters cast their ballots. Pecs 
then proceeded with consideration of complaints and a series of calculations to 
verify numbers of signatures on voter lists, unused ballots, and counterfoils before 
opening ballot boxes and counting individual ballots. a component of this counting 
procedure was not clearly announced or conducted in one out of ten polling stations. 
Some isolated incidents were reported of commissioners dividing up ballots or 
involving other persons in count procedures.160 20% of commissioners were also 
observed to have difficulty completing vote count protocols.161 commissioners 
nonetheless agreed on figures entered to those protocols in 97% of cases. copies 
of protocols were posted for public review in 86% of visited polling stations and 
provided to caneom observers by 93% of Pecs. 

156 election day substitutions of commissioners were observed at Pecs 440558 /440559, dec 113; and 
Pecs 441167/441172 in dec 106 (luhansk oblast). 

157 as of october 31, this and other decisions to substitute Pec commissioners on election day in dec 
106 remained unpublished on the cec website. 

158 in contrast to problems identified by international missions during this phase of the 2012 parlia-
mentary elections, unauthorized persons were not widely reported to be present or interfere in vote 
count procedures, and no incidents were reported of commissioners or observers being expelled 
from Pec premises.

159 an insufficient distribution of basic office equipment and materials was described to further delay 
count procedures at Pec 590480, dec 161 (Sumy). 

160 domestic observers and political party or candidate representatives were reported to participate in 
vote count procedures at Pec 650737 in dec 182 and Pec 650236 in dec 186 (kherson), Pec 
441167, dec 106 (luhansk), and Pec 511377, dec 136 (odessa). commissioners were observed to 
divide instead of individually counting ballots at Pecs 590250 / 590480, dec 161 (Sumy). 

161 the number of unused ballots and number of ballots issued to voters was generally equal to the 
number of ballots received by Pec from their respective decs. caneom observers nonetheless 
reported an instance in Pec 560952, dec 152 (rivne) where invalid ballots were manipulated to 
have these numbers balance. 
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POST-ElEcTION  
dEVElOPMENTS

tabulation of results
in comparison to earlier phases of the 
election process, caneom observers 
assessed the transfer and tabulation 
of vote count protocols at dec premises 
to involve more frequent irregularities 
and systemic inefficiencies. 

caneom observers followed the 
transportation of election materials 
for every Pec at which they observed 
counting procedures.162 a majority 
encountered hours-long queues of 
commissioners waiting to have materials 
reviewed in cramped dec premises and 
cold seasonal temperatures. where this 
did occur, these lineups often persisted 
throughout the night and sometimes 
lasted several days as commissioners 
were turned back to Pecs to amend 
protocols. one out of five protocols 
tracked by caneom observers contained 
transcription or counting errors that 
required such an amendment. a smaller 
number of tracked Pecs were also sent 
back due to damaged packaging of 
election materials or because they did not 
bring sufficient copies of count protocols.

observers noted instances of protocols 
being pre-signed by commission mem-
bers and “corrected” at dec premises, 
which could allow for falsifications but 
appeared more driven by reluctance to 

162 Protocols were not accompanied by the legally 
required number of commissioners in Pec 
51606, dec 14 (vynnytsia). 

return to polling stations.163 ad hoc 
procedures were applied by several decs 
to manage queues and overcrowding. 
many issued numbered tickets to Pec 
commissioners according to arrival time 
and processed election materials in the 
same corresponding order.164 in some 
other cases, Pec commissioners were 
directed to remain at polling stations 
until called upon for delivery of election 
materials to decs,165 which contravened 
legal procedures but was not considered 
to be nefarious.166

caneom observers monitored the 
tabulation vote count protocols at 97 decs 
between october 26 and october 28. 
this process was generally described 
to be transparent and peaceful, if 

163 Protocol forms were pre-signed at 11% of polling 
stations where caneom observers monitored 
closing and counting procedures. Uses of 
pre-signed protocols to “correct” count figures 
without returning to Pec premises were also 
observed at dec 37 (dnipropetrovsk), dec 63 
(Zhytomyr), decs 78 / 82 (Zaporizhia) and 
dec 84 (ivano-Frankivsk).

164 dec 18 (vynnytsia), dec 94 (kyiv oblast), dec 
130 (mykolaiv), dec 159 (Sumy), dec 175 (kharkiv), 
dec 184 (kherson), dec 198 (cherkassy)

165 Pecs 800443/800450, dec 214 (kyiv city), 
Pec 440431, dec 113 (luhansk) and several 
Pecs in dec 173 (kharkiv) where buses were 
leased to collectively transport commission 
members and their election materials. Pec 
460205, dec 120 (lviv) was observed to lock 
its ballots and election materials in a safe under 
police protection and suspend operations until 
its scheduled delivery time the following morning. 

166  Section 12 of article 91 of the Parliamentary 
election law requires election materials to 
be delivered immediately after the Pec meeting 
at which ballots are counted and protocols 
are prepared. 

somewhat inefficient.167 Several decs 
temporarily suspended operations for 
several hours during this period due to 
exhaustion or reported connectivity 
problems with the cec server.168 this 
was difficult to verify as a result of 
restrictions on observer access to dec 
computer rooms.169 Some isolated cases 
of tension and deadlock between dec 
commissioners in competitive single-
mandate districts were otherwise observed 
to hamper processing of protocols. at 
a closing meeting with the caneom core 
team on october 30, the cec stated that 
they were in the process of replacing 
obstructive commissioners, and cooper-
ating with law enforcement agencies to 
verify contested vote tabulations. 

167  observers reported an intimidating presence 
of political party activists dressed in camouflage 
at the entrances of decs 182 and 183 for several 
days after the election. Uninvited police officers 
were also present and reported to occasionally 
interfere in the activities of these decs. 

168 connection problems with the cec server were 
reported as the cause of technical breaks at 
dec 84 (ivano-Frankivsk), dec 26 (dnipropetrovsk) 
dec 62 (Zhytomyr), and dec 188 (khmelnytsky). 
day long technical breaks were also observed 
at dec 157 (Sumy), dec 205 (chernihiv), dec 132 
(mykolaiv) and decs 182, 183 and 186 (kherson).

169 two-thirds of caneom observers were denied 
requests to monitor the entry of protocols 
through the vybory system at dec premises. 
the parliamentary election law is not aligned 
with the presidential election law in guaranteeing 
international observers access to observe this 
important aspect of the tabulation process. 
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the constitution law of Ukraine prohibits 
unequal rights or privileges on the basis 
of sex. Further, article 24 of the 
constitution establishes equal rights 
for Ukrainian women:

Equality of the rights of women and men 
is ensured: by providing women with 
opportunities equal to those of men, in 
public and political, and cultural activity, 
in obtaining education and in professional 
training, in work and its remuneration; 
by special measures for the protection of 
work and health of women; by establishing 
pension privileges, by creating conditions 
that allow women to combine work and 
motherhood; by legal protection, material 
and moral support of motherhood and 
childhood, including the provision of paid 
leaves and other privileges to pregnant 
women and mothers. 

in addition, as it relates to political access, 
the law on Political Parties, article 8.10 
requires parties to have a minimum of 
30% women candidates on their electoral 
list. in an analysis of 11 parties contesting 
the national race, we commend six of 
those that reached the 30 percent 
quota – batkivshchyna, opposition bloc, 
People’s Force, People’s Front, radical 
Party, and Strong Ukraine. even more 
commendably, of the party lists analyzed, 
Samopomich and the bloc of Petro 
Poroshenko have 30 percent or more 
women in the more electable first 

GENdER  
ANAlYSIS

30 positions.170 the number of women 
sworn in as mPs was 50 (or 11.8%).171 
this is an increase over the 10% elected 
in 2012. 

Voter Lists 

the State voter registry advised that 
in the 2014 early Parliamentary elections 
the total number of voters registered 
as of november 3, 2014 was 35,846,172, 
with 19,745 099 (or 55%) women and 
16,101,073 (or 45%) men.

Election Administration

Five of the 15 cec members are women, 
including one deputy chairperson and 
the secretary. men and women were 
almost equally represented on decs, 
including as chairpersons. our observer 
reports of 60 district election commissions 
indicate that women held about 56% 
of the membership. this is consistent 
with reports from 2012. women and men 
equally held the position as dec chair, 
with women holding 65% of dec deputy 
chair positions and 82% of dec Secretary 
positions.172 

170 data on the participation of Ukrainian women 
was shared by national democratic institute, 
october 20, 2014. 

171 note this number may increase as government 
is formed and certain deputies are appointed 
to roles in government, thereby opening up 
seats to women further down in the party lists. 

172 due to the high number of dec member 
replacements our data reflects observations 
made when Pecs reported to the dec. these 
numbers shifted over the significant dates of 
october 24 to october 28 and thus requires 
more detailed review.

at the Pec level, commissions were 
composed of a majority of women (3 out of 
every 4 Pec commissioners was female). 
observations recorded during the pre-
election period report higher percentages 
of women in executive positions than 
reported during the closing of the dec, 
after nominee changes made by the dec. 
in all cases women were strongly repre-
sented with approximately 85% (at the 
highest) of the secretary positions held 
by women. many reasons for this high 
level of female representation at Pecs 
were reported to observers, including 
that there is less pay and prestige at the 
Pec, and those members have significant 
levels of work and hardship. 

Internally Displaced Persons – 
Voter Registration and Gender 
Effect

on october 24, 2014, the Un human 
refugee agency identified 430,000 inter-
nally displaced persons registered in 
Ukraine. in its September report it 
described the Ukraine idP population 
as disproportionately consisting of 
women and children. among the adult 
idP population, two-thirds are reported 
to be women. in discussion with our 
observers, the ternopil oblast deputy 
head indicated that most of the idPs 
were from the donbas region and were 
mainly women, children, and seniors. 
therefore, the difficulties identified in 
registering internally displaced people 
to vote may have a disproportionate 
effect on Ukrainian women. 
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in addition, there may be a gendered effect of violence and displacement. an 
environment of violence notably affects women’s right to suffrage, including the 
participation of women both as candidates and voters. as gabrielle bardall notes 
in her iFeS report on gender and electoral violence:

Given the profound impacts of war on women (physical attacks, loss of loved ones, 
displacement, breakdown of support mechanisms, reduced access to food and shelter, 
etc.), the intimidation and psychological violence perpetrated through invocations of 
return of wartime or levels of disorder are intense discouragement from becoming 
politically involved and/or triggers for post-traumatic stress.173 

in Ukraine, this may concern both internally displaced persons and individuals 
who remained in the donbas region for the election. in Sumy, caneom observers 
were told that registering to vote at the municipal government would be difficult 
as women have to care for their children and cannot leave them to go to vote, or 
cannot stand in line for hours with young children in order to register. Further study 
is needed to determine this overall effect on the suffrage of Ukrainian women.

Party Representation

caneom observers interviewed party representatives across the country about 
the participation of women and compliance with the 30% quota provision. most 
representatives were unaware of the provision and indicated that women held 
10 to 15% of candidate positions in their parties. Some regional representatives 
from the batkivshchyna, bloc of Petro Poroshenko, and civic Position parties 
indicated they were aware of the 30% party quota. the majority of party represen-
tatives were able to discuss their women candidates, where they sat on the party 
list, and how their party was meeting the quota, or not, as the case may be. 

in mykolaiv, for example, while the party representatives were unaware of the legal 
quota, most parties were well represented with female party members and candidates. 
in luhansk, one third of the candidates were women, and women were working 
in key positions in parties and with independent candidates. in Zaporizhia, women 
occupied leading positions in many of the regional party offices. in donetsk, the 
majority of dec members were men, but the acting mayors of both kramatorsk 
and krasnoarmijsk are women. 

Party representatives at the oblast level were unable to point to any support or 
recruitment strategies for women candidates or to program proposals directed 
to women voters. For the most part, party representatives did not feel that women 
have different concerns or that a certain solution or program may be preferred 
by women. 

our observers discussed the representation of women with various parties at the 
oblast level. representatives of the batkivshchyna party were generally unaware 
of the 30% quota, but were running 30% women candidates in odessa and Zaporizhia 
and 60% in lviv. the civic Position representatives interviewed in ternopil and 
odessa were also generally unaware of the law and noted that there was one woman 
in the top 10 of their party list. the representative in Zaporizhia said he was aware 
of the quota and commented that women made up one third of those running on 
the national party lists. in lviv, the People’s Front representative reported that 
women formed 60-70% of their membership and in lutsk city 30-40% are women. 

173 gabrielle bardell, Breaking the Mold: Understanding Gender and Electoral Violence, international 
Foundations for electoral Systems, december 2011. 
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in ternopil representatives stated that 30% of the lists were women and noted 
that 3 of the top ten were women. in ivano-Frankivsk and in lviv, observers were 
told that 50% of the office staff were women. 

For the bloc of Petro Poroshenko in Zaporizhia, mykolaiv and ternopil, representatives 
knew about the quota law and believed they were observing it. however, the 
representative from mykolaiv pointed out that women are placed quite low on their 
list and expected only 10-15% of them would be elected. a lawyer for the kharkiv 
local party advised he was not aware of the current law on political parties. the 
radical Party in lviv said they were unaware of the quota and were unlikely to meet 
it, while in ternopil, party representatives said that their party consisted of 30% women 
and noted there were 2 women of the top 10 candidates on their party list. 

in Sumy, the radical Party commented there were few women in their list, but 
the representative in odessa stated that more women has joined their party in 
recent months. representatives from Samopomich in ternopil highlighted the 
khmelnytsky list which included 50% women in the top ten and noted that 30% of 
their regional party leadership were women. in Zakarpattya, they stated that 
50% of their candidates were women. the majority of Strong Ukraine represen-
tatives were unaware of the quota but the ternopil party member indicated that 
2 of the top 10 candidates were women and that women formed about 30% of the 
party list. 

For single mandate district candidates there are no gender balancing requirements. 
there were approximately 10-15% of women in the single mandate races. two women 
deputies were ultimately elected in single mandate seats. one of the main reasons 
cited for the lack of women (either because they were not running or were not 
successful) in single mandate districts is the expense of financing a campaign 
when personal and private financing can essentially wipe out all the efforts of another 
candidate. women do not traditionally have access to strong financial backing. 
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dOMESTIc ANd  
INTERNATIONAl OBSERVERS

the two largest domestic groups 
taking part in observation of the 2014 
parliamentary elections were the committee 
of voters of Ukraine (cvU) and oPora. cvU 
registered 4,295 observers, while oPora 
registered 4,446. both organizations 
carried out long-term observation of the 
electoral process and demonstrated an 
admirable capacity for analysis and a 
high level of knowledge of the election 
process and relevant issues. caneom 
observers had extensive contact and 
interaction with both groups in the regions 
of Ukraine, and consistently pointed out 
their professionalism, impartiality, and 
effectiveness in observing the election 
process. caneom expresses its appreciation 
to cvU and oPora for their readiness to 
cooperate with caneom observers. 

304 observers were registered from foreign 
states. 20 international organizations 
registered observers for the election. 
2,017 observers were registered from 
international organizations: oSce-odihr 
registered 776; and the european network 
of election monitoring organizations 
(enemo) registered 242 observers. caneom 
observers had extensive contact with 
several international observation missions, 
both on the regional and national levels, 
and caneom thanks all international 
observers for their cooperation. 

caneom expresses its gratitude to the 
central election commission of Ukraine 
for their cooperation. the central 
election commission registered caneom 
observers in a timely and efficient 
manner. the central election commission 
also demonstrated a high level of 
openness and readiness to meet with 
caneom observers to discuss relevant 
issues regarding the election process. 
Finally, caneom expresses its deep 
admiration and sincere gratitude to 
election commissioners at both the district 
and Precinct levels, whose diligence and 
hard work in often difficult circumstances 
ensured the successful administration 
of the 2014 early Parliamentary elections 
in Ukraine. 



REcOMMENdATIONS

Legal Framework for Elections

• Future reforms of the electoral system 
and legal electoral framework should 
be undertaken in close cooperation and 
consultation with civil society groups 
and in accordance with international 
norms and standards.

• caneom supports long-standing 
recommendations by the venice 
commission for electoral laws in 
Ukraine to be streamlined within a 
single code. this would: ensure greater 
uniformity in procedures applied for 
parliamentary, presidential, and local 

elections; facilitate commissioner 
training; strengthen public trust and 
understanding of election procedures; 
and reduce reliance on the central 
election commission to interpret 
ambiguities and inconsistencies 
across the legal framework.

• in keeping with international best 
practices, efforts should be made to 
finalize electoral reform well in advance 
of elections. consideration should be 
given to further delegating regulatory 

authority to the cec so that, as the 
principal body responsible for the 
implementation of the election law, it 
has the flexibility to promptly address 
situations.

• as part of broader reforms to the 
electoral legal framework, electoral 
district boundaries should be required 
to be contiguous.
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Election Administration

• where reasonable, cec proceedings, including deliberations on resolutions and 
decisions, should be held in public meetings and draft materials be made available 
for review by interested parties prior to adoption in order to strengthen the 
transparency of the process.

• the cec should undertake comprehensive voter information and public education 
campaigns as part of its responsibility to ensure greater awareness and protection 
of electoral rights. these efforts should target at risk populations, and highlight 
changes to electoral procedures made between election cycles, including mechanisms 
to verify information in the Svr and temporarily change one’s place of voting.

• many polling station and district election commission premises are unsuitable for 
the administration of voting and tabulation processes. layout should be considered 
when selecting polling station premises, to ensure secrecy of voting and efficient 
management of voter queues. Polling stations should be equipped with assistive 
devices to facilitate access to voters with reduced mobility, as prescribed through 
cec resolutions. dec premises should contain indoor waiting areas of sufficient 
size to accommodate queuing of Pec commissioners.

• in order to increase the efficiency of dec tabulation and reduce the length of time 
that Pecs wait at the decs, accepted polling materials should be moved into a 
room where they can be sealed, secured, and guarded by police. Pec officials 
would then return for the submission of the results of their Precinct.

• consideration should be provided to digitizing the preparation of vote count protocols 
to reduce their likelihood of rejection for administrative errors. vote count procedures 
would be expedited if stamped and signed photocopies were issued and accepted 
in lieu of handwritten protocols, and if count figures reported in those protocols could 
be verified onsite for completeness and accuracy with the use of numerical software. 

Campaign Finance
• campaign finance rules should be 

debated and considered ahead of the 
next parliamentary elections with 
the aim of increasing transparency of 
campaign finance and expenditure. 

• limits should be placed on the amount 
an individual can donate to a campaign. 
effective enforcement of campaign 
spending limits and effective prosecution 
of spending violations should be applied. 

• caneom recommends that the 
government of canada continue to 
provide technical assistance and funding 
to Ukraine’s civil society groups. this 
would support the continued develop-
ment of this crucial sector and strengthen 
the country’s continued democratic 
progress. an emphasis should be 
placed on support for transparency 
and accountability of government.
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when compared to the previous parliamen-
tary elections held in 2012, the holding of 
the 2014 Ukrainian parliamentary elections 
presented new challenges, such as access 
to voting in occupied or conflict-affected 
parts of the country. the enfranchisement 
of large numbers of internally displaced 
persons, and safety and security concerns 
for voters and election officials were most 
noteworthy obstacles to emerge. however, 
the elections took place on time and the 
authorities generally were able to plan 
for and meet these challenges.

cONclUSION 

the majority of the Ukrainian people 
have freely exercised their democratic 
right to vote in the early parliamentary 
elections. though many Ukrainian citizens 
were unable to vote due to the violence 
in donetsk and luhansk oblasts and 
the continuing illegal occupation of crimea 
by the russian Federation, the outcome 
of the elections genuinely reflects the 
will of the Ukrainian people, and the 
elections took place in accordance with 
Ukrainian law. the elections broadly met 
international standards, and authorities 
generally enforced the law when faced 
with complaints or violations of electoral 
and criminal law. 

caneom commends the commitment 
of the Ukrainian people to exercise 
their democratic rights and commends 
the election administration for ensuring 
this crucial election took place. we applaud 
the various agencies, officials, and 
volunteers who worked hard under 
difficult circumstances in order to ensure 
that the outcome of this election was 
a genuine reflection of the will of the 
Ukrainian people. 

caneom deployed almost 200 observers 
to all regions of Ukraine, except crimea 
where no elections took place. we thank 
the observers for their diligence, dedi-
cation, expertise, and hard work. 
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ANNEX 1
 ABOUt CANEOM

caneom is organized by the Forum 
of Federations. cuso international and 
the Ukrainian canadian congress have 
partnered with caneom to support 
the observation mission for Ukraine’s 
2014 early Parliamentary election. 
the mission is entirely funded by the 
government of canada, and managed 
at arm’s length. caneom’s mandate 
is to organize and execute election 

observation and monitoring missions 
internationally. the mission is not an 
advocacy mission for federalism or any 
other kind of governing structure. it is 
not the role of the election observer 
mission to advocate, promote, or oppose 
change in Ukraine’s constitutional order. 
the mission’s objectives are to observe, 
record, and report on the electoral 

exercise, and to aggregate findings into 
a final report on whether the election 
results may be deemed to reflect the 
genuine democratic expression of 
the Ukrainian people and to have met 
international democratic standards.
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ANNEX 2
CORE tEAM AND MIssION LEADERsHIP MEEtINgs174

ORgANIzAtION PERsON(s)

right Sector (Praviy Sektor) yuri mendiuk, head of the campaign’s headquarters, head of the executive 
committee of the Party 

civic Position Party (Hromadyanska Posytsia) oleh kanivets, deputy leader of the Party and the head of the campaign’s 
headquarters

Strong Ukraine (Sylna Ukraina) oleksandr baranov, head of the national Party Secretariat 

Self reliance (Samopomich) oleh bereziuk, candidate, member of the Political council 

ministry of internal affairs anton herashchenko, adviser to the minister of internal affairs

committee of voters of Ukraine (cvU) natalya lynnyk, chief Program director 

reanimation Package of reforms (RPR) oksana nechyporenko – coordinator rPr
tetyana kyrylenko – rPr Public relations
lidiya Zamarayeva – rPr expert 
Svitlana kononchuk – manager of rPr group of electoral law reform

national Security and defense council of Ukraine (RNBO) oleksandr lytvynenko, deputy Secretary of the council 

mejlis of the crimean tatar People refat chubarov, chairman of the mejlis of the crimean tatar People
mustafa dzhemilev, former chairman of the mejlis of the crimean tatar People 

Petro Poroshenko bloc oleh malovatsky, legal counsel of the Party 

opposition bloc yuliia lyovochkina, candidate Serhii larin, oleh voloshyn 

cheSno inna borzylo, cheSno movement coordinator, executive director of the 
centre Ua
veronika velch, communication manager of cheSno movement

Peoples Front (Narodnyi Front) viktoria Siumar, candidate 

Fatherland (Batkivshchyna) Serhii Podhorniy, head of the department of the executive Secretariat 
of the Party’s Political council 

international republican institute (iri) victor henderson ashe, head of iri election observation mission, 
iveta radičová, head of iri election observation mission,
michael druckman, iri resident country director
Stephen b. nix, iri regional director, eUraSia
thomas e. garrett, vice President For Programs

national democratic institute (ndi) mary o’hagan, Senior resident country director
olena yena, women lead Program officer
mario mitre, elections Program manager 
laura Jewett, regional director, eurasia Programs 
natalie c. hill, Program manager, eurasia 
Patrick merloe, Senior associate & director of electoral Programs

174 note: this list does not include meetings held by ltos in the oblasts, only the meetings of the core team and Senior leadership of the caneom mission.
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enemo Srdjan Pavlicic, head of the enemo mission to Ukraine 2014
Slavica biljarska, deputy head of the mission / Pr officer
Peter novotny, cec observer / election expert 

oSce / odihr tana de Zulueta, head of the mission
yevgen Poberezhny, elections and governance officer 
thomas rymer, Spokesperson 
dr. richard lappin, Senior election adviser 
iryna gudyma, Senior media officer 
Stefan krause, deputy head of mission
Jacqueline carpenter, national minorities analyst 
Pietro tesfamariam, media analyst
armen mazmanyan, legal analyst

international Foundation for electoral Systems (iFeS) david ennis, chief of Party, Ukraine 
renata lapti, election training adviser, Ukraine electoral law reform Program
denys kovryzhenko, legal adviser, Ukraine electoral law reform Program 
gavin weise, deputy director, eurasia 

national endowment for democracy (ned) Joanna rohozinska, Senior Program officer 

committee for open democracy (cod) michael getto, deputy director 

canadian embassy to Ukraine (dFatd) h.e roman waschuk, canadian ambassador-designate to Ukraine
anne matson gauss, Political attache
Stephen Potter, director – head of development cooperation
Steven morris, mPSS
annamaria Scotti, counsellor (management)

telekritika natalia ligacheva, chief editor and head of the board
Svitlana ostapa, telekritika journalist

radical Party of oleh lyashko oleh kupriyenko, deputy head of the campaign 

all Ukrainian Uknion Freedom (Svoboda) oleh bondarchuk, the Party’s representative in the cec

razumkov centre viktor Zamiatin, leading expert of politics and law programs
arsen Stetskiv, expert of politics and law programs 

central election commission (cec) mykhaylo okhendovskiy, chairman of the cec
Zhanna Usenko-chorna, deputy head of the cec 
volodymyr andriyenko, head of the international cooperation 
department with the Secretariat of the cec
vasyl Pohoniuk, head of the legal department 

kyiv international institute of Sociology valery khmelko, President of the kiiS

ngo Union “Foundation of local initiatives of 
donetsk oblast”

oleh hryshyn, election training coordinator, chairman of the board 

espresso tv mykola kniazhytskiy, Founder 
kateryna ermolovych, director

hromadkse tv yulia bankova, journalist 

institute of mass information oksana romaniuk, executive director 

centre of Political Studies and analytics viktor taran, founder and expert of the centre 

constitutional court of Ukraine Stanislav Shevchuk, Judge of the court

State voter registry oleksandr Stelmakh, head of the administration office of the State 
register of voters

Ukrainian world congress election observation 
mission

Peter Sztyk, head of mission

oPora olha aivazovska, electoral and Parliamentary Programs coordinator of 
the civil network oPora
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the high administrative court Judge oleksandr nechytaylo, head of the court
Judge mykhaylo Smokovych, deputy head of the court
Svitlana Pylypets, head of the international cooperation department
volodymyr bondarchuk, deputy head of the international cooperation 
department

the ministry of Foreign affairs Pavlo klimkin, minister of Foreign affairs of Ukraine andrii olefirov, 
deputy minister

office of the general Prosecutor vitaliy kasko, deputy general Prosecutor 
oleksandr Zavalskyi, Senior Prosecutor

United States’ agency for international development 
(USaid)

v. kate Somvongsiri, director (office for democracy and governance)
iryna Smolina, Project manager Specialist (democracy and governance)

Ukrainian center for independent Political research Svitlana kononchuk, head of Political institutes democratization 
Program 

embassy of the Federal republic of germany in kyiv dr. michael Schmidmayr, First Secretary, Political adviser

#babylon’13, cinema civil Society marko Suprun, producer and story consultant 
Sviatoslav yurash, head of communication

UFF (Ukrainian Freedom Fund) victoria nazarenko, marketing director

rainews 24 liana mistretta, representative 

Ukrainian crisis media centre olena kalabania, chief Press officer

Ukraine today christopher collison, correspondent 

nieuwsuur rudy bouma, reporter 

idrc marianne goodwin, Senior media and Public affairs advisor 

icPS (international centre for Policy Studies) olena Zakharova, member of the board, head of Foreign Policy 
department

iaroslav kovalchuk, head of internal Policy department 

Ukrainian organization for newly arrived immigrants 
Zustrich

oksana gerych, member of the executive committee

internews wayne Sharpe, chief of Party, Ukraine media Project 

Ukrainian meridian (centre for civil research) dmytro levus, director 

Judicial education for economic growth Project in 
Ukraine (“Jeeg”) 

igor osyka, Jeeg Project manager in Ukraine
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ANNEX 3
sCHEDULEs OF tRAININg: Long-term and short-term observers

8:00 – 8:30 
Registration (Handout of Training Package)

Please submit your passport when 
picking up the training package. you 
will have your passport returned along 
with a certified photocopy of your passport 
at the end of the training day. 

8:30 – 9:00 
1.0 Welcome

a general welcome, overview of the 
training schedule and lto introductions. 

9:00 – 9:30 
2.0 Declaration of Principles for 
International Election Observation, 
International standards for democratic 
elections and Code of Conduct for 
Election Observers

Jamie Tronnes, Mission Director

ltos will receive an overview of the 
declaration of Principles for international 
election observation, and the observer 
code of conduct. 

9:30 – 10:00 
3.0 LTOs and the Election Observation 
Mission

Natalie Wilson, Associate LTO Coordinator

an overview of the mission’s staffing 
structure and the role of ltos, including 
activities during deployment will be 
discussed.

DAY ONE | Monday, september 29, 2014

Long Term Observer Training – September 29, 2014 – September 30, 2014

10:00 – 10:45 
4.0 Country and Political Overview 
Orest Zakydalsky, Political Analyst

an overview of the electoral system, key 
campaign issues, public opinion and the 
main political parties in the elections. 

10:45 – 11:00 
Coffee Break

11:00 – 11:45 
5.0 Long-term Election Observation – 
findings of domestic observers

Olha Aivazovska, Electoral and 
Parliamentary Programs Coordinator 
of the Civil Network OPORA

this presentation will focus on the 
analysis of the election process to date 
from the point of view of domestic 
election observers. 

11:45 – 12:30 
6.0 LTO Reporting

Mateusz Trybowski, Election Analyst

in this session, ltos will learn more 
about their reporting responsibilities, 
including the different kinds of reports 
they will submit, reporting expectations, 
the scope and content of lto reporting, 
report submission procedures and tips 
on what makes a good report.

12:30 – 14:00 
Lunch served at hotel (Venue TBC)

14:00 – 15:00 
7.0 Sociological Overview of Main 
Issues in the Parliamentary Elections 

Mychailo Wynnyckyj, Associate Professor 
of the Department of Sociology and 
Kyiv-Mohyla Business School, Director 
of the Doctoral School, National 
University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy

15:00 – 16:00 
8.0 Media Environment and Media Policy

Jamie Tronnes, Mission Director

ltos will receive an overview of the media 
landscape as it relates to the elections. 
in addition, the mission communications 
policy will be discussed.

16:00 – 16:15 
Coffee Break

16:15 – 17:00 
9.0 Device Training 

Vasilij Osadchij, IT Assistant

ltos will be trained in the use of laptop 
computers and smart phone devices.
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17:00 – 17:30 
10.0 Financial Training 

Iryna Bilonizhka, Financial Assistant

during this session, ltos will learn 
about the financial aspects of their 
deployment, including the distribution 
of funds, observer per diems, and 
financial reconciliation. 

17:30 – 18:00 
11.0 LTO Deployment 

Oksana Zubriy, Operations Coordinator

during this session, ltos will be informed 
of next steps in preparing to begin their 
deployment. in addition to finding out 
more about where they will be deployed, 
teams will have an opportunity to ask 
questions and discuss the general 
overview of the coming weeks (including 
what they receive in their deployment 
package)

8:30 – 8:45 
Review of Training Day I

8:45 – 10:15 
12.0 The Legal Framework for the  
Pre-Election Period

Vadym Halaichuk, Partner, Moor & 
Partners Law Firm, Election Law Expert

during this session ltos will be provided 
with an overview of the bodies 
responsible for election management, 
their responsibilities in the pre-election 
period, the law and regulations with 
regards to electoral administration, 
voter registration, campaigning and 
other relevant subjects.

10:15 – 10:30  
Coffee Break 

10:30 – 11:30 
13.0 His Excellency Roman Waschuk, 
Ambassador of Canada to Ukraine 

11:30 – 12:45 
14.0 Mission Security 

Mr. Dana Gidlow, Security Officer

Canadian Embassy security and 
Counsellor staff

during this session ltos will discuss 
the security situation, risk management 
awareness during their deployment as 
well as specific security and evacuation 
plans, embassy and counselor services 
and the importance of security call-ins, 
and other communication. 

12:45 – 14:00 
Lunch

14:00 – 15:45 
15.0 LTO Observation Strategies and 
Techniques

Core Team Analysts

discussion, will revolve around working 
effectively in teams, the steps to prepare, 
organize and conduct successful meetings 
with relevant stakeholders, and collecting 
evidence to assess claims and to 
substantiate conclusions including 
coordination with other eoms.

15:45 – 16:15 
16.0 LTO Monitoring of Election 
Related-Complaints and Appeals

Anne-Marie Delorey, Legal Analyst 

this session will build on the earlier 
presentation on the election law by 
reviewing the key points of observation 
related to legal issues and processes, 
including themes of due process and 
fairness in the administration of justice. 

16:15 – 16:30 
Coffee Break

16:30 – 17:15 
17.0 Participation of Women and Civil 
Society in the Parliamentary Elections

Mary O’Hagan, Director / Olena Yena, 
Women’s Program Manager, National  
Democratic Institute

this session will review the political 
engagement of civil society and their 
expected role in the parliamentary 
election. lto’s will also be provided 
with research and background on the 
historical and expected participation 
of women as voters, party supporters 
and candidates. 

17:15 – 17:30 
18.0 Concluding Remarks 

Jamie Tronnes, Mission Director

DAY tWO  |  tuesday, september 30, 2014
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8:00 – 8:30 
Registration (Handout of Training 
Package) – Conference Hall

Please submit your passport when 
picking up the training package. you 
will have your passport returned along 
with a certified photocopy of your 
passport at the end of the training day. 

8:30 – 8:45 
1. Welcome 
a general welcome, overview of the 
training schedule and lto 
introductions. 

8:45 – 9:00 
2. Declaration of Principles for 
International Election Observation, 
International standards for democratic 
elections

Jamie Tronnes, Mission Director 

9:00 – 10:00 
3. STOs: CANEOM Code of Conduct and 
Media Policy Overview

Yaroslav Baran, Deputy Head of Mission

Stos will receive an overview of the 
declaration of Principles for international 
election observation, and the observer 
code of conduct. 

3. Separate Training Session for LTOs

10:00 – 11:00 
4. Country, Political, and Media 
Overview 

Orest Zakydalsky and Taras Zalusky, 
Political Analysts

Anna Dombrovska, Media Analyst 
an overview of the electoral system, 
key campaign issues, public opinion 
and the main political parties in the 
elections. 

11:00 – 11:15 
Coffee Break 

11:15 – 12:15 
5. Long-term Election Observation – 
findings of domestic observers

Olha Aivazovska, Electoral and 
Parliamentary Programs Coordinator 
of the Civil Network OPORA

this presentation will focus on the 
analysis of the election process to date 
from the point of view of domestic 
election observers. 

12:15 – 12:45 
6. STO Deployment Overview

Ann Szyptur, Observer Coordinator

an overview of the caneom Sto 
deployment plan will be presented.

12:45 – 14:00 
Lunch 

14:00 – 16:30 
7. Legal Issues Presentation 

Serhii Kalchenko – Partner, Moor and 
Partners Law Firm

this session will cover: rights and 
responsibilities of election observers, 
election administration System, election 
day Procedures including Polling Station 
Set Up and authorized Persons; opening 
Procedures; voting Procedures (including 
special voting procedures); closing and 
counting Procedures, invalid ballots; 
tabulation Procedures; with references 
to electoral law and recent updates. 

16:30 – 16:45 
Coffee Break

16:45 – 17:30 
8.1 Device Training Group 1 –  
(STOs and LTOs Teams 1-9)

Finance Training, Group 2 –  
Main Conference Room

the observers will be divided into two 
groups and trained in the use of tab-
lets in one session and on financial 
procedures in the other session. 

17:30 – 18:30 
8.2 Device Training Group 2  
(STOs and LTOs teams 10-18)

Finance Training, Group 1 –  
Main Conference Room

the observers will be divided into 
two groups and trained in the use of 
tablets in one session and on financial 
procedures in the other session. 

18:30 – 19:00 
9. LTO Meetings with STOs

ltos can use the large conference room, 
the two smaller conference rooms, or 
the Slovyanskiy hall to sit down with 
their Stos and go over the deployment 
plan, as well as to do an initial debriefing 
on the area and what to expect.

DAY ONE  |  Monday, October 20, 2014

STO Training – October 20, 2014 – October 21, 2014
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8:30 – 9:00 
10. Day 1 Review and House 
Announcements

9:00 – 10:00 
11. His Excellency Roman Waschuk, 
Ambassador of Canada to Ukraine

the ambassador will provide a country 
overview and allow time for questions.

10:00 – 11:00 
12. Mission Security 

Anna-Maria Scotti, Consular Officer, 
Canadian Embassy

Steve Morris, MPSS, Canadian Embassy

Mr. Dana Gidlow, Security Advisor, 
CANEOM

during this session Stos will discuss 
the security situation, risk management 
awareness during their deployment as 
well as specific security and evacuation 
plans, embassy and counselor services 
and the importance of security call-ins, 
and other communication. 

11:00 – 11:15 
Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:00 
13. Participation of Women and Civil 
Society in the Parliamentary Elections

Olena Yena, Women’s Program 
Manager, National Democratic Institute

this session will review the political 
engagement of civil society and their 
expected role in the parliamentary 
election. Sto’s will also be provided 
with research and background on the 
historical and expected participation 
of women as voters, party supporters 
and candidates. 

13. LtO Qualitative training session – 
Pechersk Hall

ltos will attend a separate training 
session during this time

12:00 – 12:45 
14. CIFRA Monitoring and Analytics Group

Nazar Boyko, CEO

ciFra will present several findings 
representing their research on the 
state of preparation for elections in 
Ukraine.

12:45 – 14:00 
Lunch

14:00 – 15:00 
15. How to Observe Vote Counting / 
Tabulation and Procedural 
Irregularities 

Denys Kovryzhenko, Legal Adviser / 
Yulia Shypilova, IFES Election Training 
Officer Advisor, IFES International 
Foundation for Electoral Systems

this session will build on the earlier 
presentation about the election law by 
reviewing key points to observe during 
vote count and tabulation processes, 
and how to distinguish procedural 
irregularities. 

15:00 – 15:30 
16. Internally Displaced Persons Voting 
and Registration

Michael Druckman, Resident Country 
Director, IRI

this session will provide an overview 
on the challenges and rights that the 
nearly 400,000 internally displaced 
persons in Ukraine face when trying to 
register to vote outside of their usual 
place of residence. 

DAY tWO  |  tuesday, October 21, 2014

15:30 – 16:30 
17. STO Observation Guidelines and 
Election Day Reporting 

Orest Zakydalsky Political Analyst/
Mateusz Trybowski, Election Analyst

during this session, observers will 
review materials and procedures for 
data collection and transmission on 
election day and during the immediate 
pre-election period. Questions and 
response fields in observation forms 
will be reviewed and clarified. best 
practices for observation and data 
collection on election day will also be 
shared. the session will conclude with 
a review of the tablet-based reporting 
platform that observers will use to 
transmit data to the core team for 
analysis. 

16:30 – 16:45 
Coffee Break

16:45 – 17:30 
17. STO Observation Guidelines and 
Election Day Reporting (cont’d)

Orest zakydalsky Political Analyst/
Mateusz trybowski, Election Analyst 

17:30 – 18:00 
18. Concluding Remarks 

Senator Raynell Andreychuk, Head of 
Mission 

Yaroslav Baran, Deputy Head of Mission

18:00 – 18:30 
19. Training Evaluation and Group Photo
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ANNEX 4 
CANEOM OBsERVERs

LIST OF OBSERVERS BY OBLAST

LVIV
andriy Sawchuk – lto
1) omid aeinehchi 
2) nykola dubenski
3) nataliia Fedosieieva 
4) robert lummack 
5) mariya makivchuk 
6) regent tanguay 
7) Steven van groningen 

VOLYN
william kelly – lto
1) dennis chronopoulos
2) dmitri makienko
3) Sarah newton
4) nicholas Pozhke
5) mackenzie russell

IVANO-FRANKIVSK
myron Peter humeniuk – lto
1) walter bernyck
2) alisha kalyniak
3) barbara Powidel
4) kodjo ekpe kadi Sossou
5) ivan varatsilenka

CHERNIVTSI
borys lubomyr gengalo – lto
1) Frederic dalphond
2) laura miller
3) Jacques Samson
4) ali Syed
5) david viveash

TERNOPIL
Fatima remtulla – lto
1) mario thomas
2) barbara buchanan
3) John coo
4) christopher manor
5) bohdan maslo

KHMELNYTSKY
michael andrew Szubelak – lto
1) roma andrusiak
2) caroline marcel
3) alexandro Pace
4) bronwyn russel
5) Jerry tratch

RIVNE
ayad khilkhal – lto
1) oksana bondarchuk
2) yana evason
3) martin Forget
4) linda maslo
5) natalie romas

ZHYTOMYR
Jacques morneau – lto
1) Paul black
2) natalie kardasz
3) george luczkiw
4) christopher millar
5) ron Schuler
6) Jaroslav Semcesen
7) valérie thériault 

KIROVOHRAD
theophane noel – lto
1) helene cechmistro
2) alexandra chyczij
3) larry duffield
4) george Jaskiw
5) gilbert mervyn
6) walter Prystajecky
7) andrew Zurawsky

VINNYTSIA
Sonia mickevicius – lto
1) lara bremner
2) carol Forde
3) Paul hoag
4) elizabeth Shelley
5) roman tatarsky
6) bohdan tomiuk
7) tamara wajda

ODESA
danylo Spolsky – lto
Janice lee malainey – lto
1) christina czoli
2) christian daSilva
3) harry ewaschuk
4) thomas haney
5) nedad krupalija
6) gary ouellet
7) Peter reimer
8) meron Sembaliuk
9) alex Slywynskyj
10) victoriya thomson
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KYIV
murdock macleod – lto
Sebastien togneri – lto
1) nadia melnycky
2) richard anderson
3) olenka toroshenko

SUMY
antoine nouvet – lto
1) marta dyczok
2) rada krnJaJa
3) ihor kruk
4) igor krys
5) myroslawa Pidhirnyj

CHERNIHIV
Shelley williamson – lto
1) dawit bulcha
2) andriy genyk-berezowsky
3) eugene Jaciw-Zurakiwsky
4) thomas nemetchek
5) adriana wilson

CHERKASSY
marcus abrametz – lto
1) dana bagan
2) devin dreeshen
3) krystina waler
4) denys koval
5) daria luciw
6) dorice lessard
7) laku lotorkone

POLTAVA
natalia toroshenko – lto
1) marta czurylowicz
2) olga moscicky
3) nicholas mechielsen Smith
4) roman Soltykevych
5) murray thorpe

MYKOLAIV
danylo korbabicz – lto
lee marc reaney – lto
1) eugen duvalko
2) Jiri haas
3) alla kadysh
4) george kolos
5) yaroslaw lozowchuk
6) derrick martens
7) horatio Sam-aggrey
8) lyudmyla Shutova

KHARKIV
laurence couture-gagnon – lto
myron lahola – lto
1) alexander andrusevich
2) emil yereniuk
3) derrek konrad
4) Stephen leach
5) olga radchenko
6) Paulette Schatz
7) william Schultz
8) Jean-Jacques Simon
9) alexander vergeychik
10) michael wowk

DNIEPROPETROVSK
helen Fotopulos – lto
1) Sen. larry campbell
2) diana chebenova
3) roman hruby
4) nicholas krawetz
5) matthew mcbain
6) oleg melnitchouk
7) Peter Parker
8) muhammad rasheed
9) bertrand trepanier
10) avi yufest

KHERSON
daniel macisaac – lto
andriy teliszewsky – lto
1) Stephen berson
2) Patrick devin
3) tetiana gerych
4) natalia holden
5) ian mckinnon
6) deborah Sirko
7) bogislaw Szubelak
8) nikolai vorotilenko

ZAPORIZHZHIA
Jacques Paquette – lto
marta anna chyczij – lto
1) yuri daschko
2) roman doshchak
3) dzmitry elyashevich
4) greg hamara
5) Paul hong
6) andriy iwasykiw-Potichnyj
7) vanessa Johnson Franks
8) kalyna kardash
9) Jane kovarik
10) mayrna Prokopenko

DONETSK
timothy reid – lto
ihor bokiy – lto
1) taras masnyi
2) geordon roy-hampton

LUHANSK
roman bazikalov – lto
Steven roy – lto
1) gary ellis
2) Peter czurylowicz

KYIV REGION
douglas erle cargo – lto
oricia krucko – lto
1) mikael bélanger
2) benjamin neufeld
3) alexandra Shkandrij
4) Jennifer Smith

ZAKARPATTYA
alexander daschko – lto
william Pardy – lto
1) william clay
2) troy myers
3) ludovic Pepin
4) ruby Swanson
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Core team, staff and  
key contacts
CANEOM sENIOR MIssION MANAgEMENt

the honourable raynell andreychuk, 
Senator, head of mission
yaroslav baran, deputy head of mission
Jamie tronnes, mission director
taras Zalusky, Political analyst
orest Zakydalsky, Political analyst
ann Szyptur, long term observer 
(lto) coordinator
natalie wilson, associate long term 
observer (lto) coordinator
mateusz trybowski, election analyst
anne-marie delorey, legal analyst
denys volkov, communications director
anna dombrovska,  
communications analyst
volodymyr kozoriz, Finance and operations
dana gidlow, Security advisor
irene marushko, media monitor

KEY LOCALLY ENgAgED PERsONNEL

oksana Zubriy, logistics coordinator
viktoriya Shylyuk, logistic coordinator 
assistant
anna bredova, Special assistant to 
mission leadership
oleh kushchynsky, it Support
vasyl osadchyi, it Support
mykyta Zavilinskyi, Photographer
lidiia tachkova, operations assistant
iryna bilonizhka, assistant to Finance 
operations manager
alexandr Zubrytskyy, legal assistant
marta basystyuk, election analyst 
assistant
Sofia tarkaniy, election analyst assistant
volodymyr kistyanyk, Political analyst 
assistant
Sviatoslav Sviatenko, Statistical 
analyst assistant
iryna kutnyak, executive assistant and 
mission leadership Support

ACtIVE sUPPORt OF MIssION  
FROM OttAWA

rupak chattopadhyay, President and 
ceo, Forum of Federations
charles cloutier, vice President, 
Forum of Federations
chris randall, network manager-
contractor, Forum of Federations
Phillip gonzalez, Program manager, 
Forum of Federations
melanie wissink, recruitment  
and assessment advisor, cUSo 
international
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of the civil network oPora
mary o’hagan, Senior resident country 
director, national democratic institute
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national democratic institute
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and analytics group
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iFeS international Foundation for 
electoral Systems
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officer advisor, international 
Foundation for electoral Systems 
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director, international republican 
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APPENdIX 
stAtIstICAL REsULts OF OBsERVAtIONs OF CANEOM

immediate Pre-election Period (october 22-25)

IMMEDIAtE PRE-ELECtION PERIOD
Total number of Precinct Election Commissions (PECs) visited: 2324

POLLINg stAtION Urban rUral
64.1% 35.9%

tYPE regUlar SPecial
95.2% 4.8%

gENDER

PEC ROLE FEMALE MALE
chairPerSon 71.2% 28.8%
dePUty 72.2% 27.8%
Secretary 87.3% 12.7%

CIRCUMstANCEs OUtsIDE tHE POLLINg stAtION (Ps)

QUEstION YEs NO
is the PS accessible for persons with mobility challenges? 57.4% 42.6%
is the signage for location of PS clearly visible? 89.3% 10.7%
was the PS open when you arrived? 85.7% 14.3%
are campaign activities taking place in the vicinity of the 
PS (on Saturday, october 25)?

2.1% 97.9%

is there any tension or unrest outside of the polling 
station?

0% 100%

CIRCUMstANCEs INsIDE tHE  
POLLINg stAtION (Ps)

QUEstION YEs NO

any campaign 
material inside PS? 

2.6% 97.4%
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OFFICIALs AND (UN)AUtHORIzED PERsONs IN tHE PREMIsEs

QUEstION YEs NO
were there person(s) present who are not Pec 
members who appeared to be directing work of Pec? 

1.7% 98.3%

did any observers, candidate/party representative or 
anyone present inform you of problems or potential 
problems, at this PS?

0.7% 99.3%

tRANsPARENCY

QUEstION YEs NO
were you in any way restricted in your observation of 
this Pec?

4.5% 95.5%

were you granted full co-operation from the Pec during 
your stay?

95.1% 4.9%

OVERALL AssEssMENt

VERY BAD BAD gOOD VERY gOOD

overall impression at PS is 4% 10.7% 43.3% 42%

READINEss OF tHE PEC

QUEstION YEs NO
were any Pec members present in the Pec? 87.8% 12.2%
is the safe where ballots are stored guarded by a 
representative of the police (on october 25)?

96.7% 3.3%

was the sealed tape on the safe/metal strong box with 
ballots intact (on october 25)?

97.3% 2.7%

did the Pec receive a copy of an updated preliminary 
voter list on paper (regular polling stations) within 
prescribed deadlines?

94.7% 5.3%

changes to the Pec membership in last week? 46.1% 53.9%
were any official complaints filed at this PS? 0.8% 99.2%

OPENINg OF POLLs
Total number of polling stations visited: 105

POLLINg stAtION Urban rUral
80% 20%

tYPE regUlar SPecial
96.2% 3.8%
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tRANsPARENCY 

QUEstION YEs NO
did all persons present have a clear view of the opening 
procedures?

97.1% 2.9%

were you in any way restricted in your observation of 
this Pec?

3.9% 96.1%

were you granted full co-operation from the Pec during 
your stay?

99% 1%

OFFICIALs AND (UN)AUtHORIzED PERsONs IN POLLINg stAtION

QUEstION YEs NO
were any unauthorized persons present in the PS 
during opening procedures?

9.7% 90.3%

OVERALL AssEsMENt

VERY 
BAD

BAD FAIR gOOD VERY 
gOOD

overall conduct of the 
opening of PS is

1% 1.9% 0% 31.1% 66%

overall impression of 
procedures followed

0% 2.9% 5.8% 27.2% 64.1%

overall impression of Pec’s 
understanding of procedures

1% 0% 5.8% 26.2% 67%

OPENINg PROCEDUREs

QUEstION YEs NO
were all necessary election materials present? 97.1% 2.9%
was the sealed tape on the safe/metal strong box with 
ballots intact?

100% 0%

have all the ballots been pre-stamped? 100% 0%
were the ballot boxes properly sealed? 98.1% 1.9%
was the control sheet inserted in every ballot box 
(including mobile box)?

98.1% 1.9%

did the Pec enter the number of ballots received in vote 
count protocols yet?

72.8% 27.2%

did the Polling Station (PS) open for voting at 08:00 hrs? 83.5% 16.5%

QUEstION INtERNAtIONAL 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

DOMEstIC 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

CANDIDAtE/PARtY 
OBsERVERs

which of the following 
categories of observers 
were present at the 
opening of this PS? 

40% 34.8% 94.3%
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VOtINg PERIOD
Total number of polling stations visited: 933      

POLLINg stAtION Urban rUral
68.8% 31.2%

tYPE regUlar SPecial
94.3% 5.7%

gENDER

PEC ROLE FEMALE MALE
chairPerSon 72.2% 27.8%
dePUty 72% 28%
Secretary 86.1% 13.9%

CIRCUMstANCEs OUtsIDE tHE 
POLLINg stAtION (Ps)

QUEstION YEs NO
is the PS accessible 
for persons with 
mobility challenges? 

56.8% 43.2%

is the signage for 
location of PS clearly 
visible?

96.6% 3.4%

is there a large crowd 
waiting to vote?

3.9% 96.1%

is there any tension 
or unrest outside of 
the polling station?

0.4% 99.6%

VOtINg PROCEDUREs

CIRCUMstANCEs INsIDE tHE  
POLLINg stAtION (Ps) 

QUEstION YEs NO
overcrowding inside 
the PS?

3.7% 96.3%

any campaign 
material inside PS? 

0.6% 99.4%

did you directly 
observe any 
attempts in the PS to 
influence electors on 
how to vote?  

0.8% 99.2%

ARRANgEMENts AND tRANsPARENCY 
INsIDE tHE POLLINg stAtION (Ps)

QUEstION YEs NO
were the ballot box(es) 
sealed properly?

98.4% 1.6%

were booths 
appropriate to 
ensure secrecy of 
voting? 

97.8% 2.2%

were all necessary 
election materials 
present?

96.4% 3.6%

QUEstION NEVER sOMEtIMEs MOstLY ALWAYs
did the Pec check the voters’ ids? 0.55% 0.1% 1.85% 97.5%
did the voters sign voter list? 0.4% 0% 1.3% 98.3%
did the Pec sign the ballot 
counterfoil?

0.4% 0.4% 0.8% 98.4%

did the voters sign the ballot 
counterfoils?

0.5% 0% 1.3% 98.2%

did voters mark their ballots 
in secrecy?

0.7% 0.4% 3.4% 95.5%

PROBLEMs AND IRREgULARItIEs INsIDE tHE POLLINg stAtION

QUEstION YEs NO
if you observed mobile voting, were there any irregularities? 2.2% 97.8%
were any voters refused the right to vote?  18.5% 81.5%

NO PROPER ID NOt ON tHE VL OtHER
if no, what was 
missing (totally or 
partially)?

51.1% 39.9% 8%

QUEstION YEs NO
were any voters who were not on the voter’s list allowed 
to vote without a court order?

0.4% 99.6%

voters without proper id allowed to vote? 0.9% 99.1%
Series of seemingly identical signatures on the voter list? 0% 100%
anyone attempting to vote more than once (multiple voting)? 0.2% 99.8%
cases of proxy voting (voting on behalf of someone else, 
absent or present)?

0.7% 99.3%

any unauthorized person assisting the voters? 1% 99%
anyone voting with a pre-marked ballot paper  
(carousel voting)?

0% 100%

indications of ballot box stuffing (e.g. ballots in stacks 
inside box or several ballots folded together)?

0% 100%

any Pec member or observer being ejected or dismissed? 0.5% 99.5%
were any official complaints filed at this PS? 1.7% 98.3%
did any observers or candidate/party representative 
inform you of problems at this PS?

2.8% 97.2%

OFFICIALs AND (UN)AUtHORIzED PERsONs IN tHE POLLINg stAtION

QUEstION YEs NO
were any unauthorized persons present inside the PS? 2.8% 97.2%

QUEstION INtERNAtIONAL 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

DOMEstIC 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

CANDIDAtE/PARtY 
OBsERVERs

which of the following 
categories of observers 
were present during 
voting at PS?  

30.1% 39.1% 97.6%
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tRANsPARENCY

QUEstION YEs NO
were all phases of the voting process and ballot boxes 
visible to the Pec and observers?

99.3% 0.7%

were you granted full co-operation from the Pec during 
your visit?

99.6% 0.4%

gENERAL AssEsMENt

QUEstION VERY 
BAD

BAD FAIR gOOD VERY 
gOOD

overall conduct of voting in PS is 1.1% 1.2% 0% 26% 71.7%
overall impression of 
procedures followed

0.6% 0.9% 4% 21.5% 73%

overall impression of Pec’s 
understanding of procedures

0.65% 0.65% 3% 20.3% 75.4%

AssEssMENt OF VOtINg BY REgION

REgION & DEC VERY BAD BAD gOOD VERY gOOD
cherkassy 33.3% 66.7%
chernihiv 22.2% 77.8%
chernivtsi 3.2% 25.8% 71%
dniepropetrovsk 1.4% 49.3% 49.3%
donetsk 75% 25%
ivano-Frankivsk 30.6% 69.4%
kharkiv 4.5% 25% 70.5%
kherson 2.1% 16.7% 81.3%
kirovohrad 13.2% 86.8%
khmelnytsky 3% 45.5% 51.5%
kyiv 3.7% 3.7% 44.4% 48.1%
kyiv oblast 9.4% 90.6%
luhansk 13% 87%
lviv 37.1% 62.9%
mykolaiv 6.5% 37.1% 56.5%
odessa 8.3% 91.7%
Poltava 4.3% 95.7%
rivne 3% 3% 93.9%
Sumy 2.7% 18.9% 78.4%
ternopil 4.3% 8.7% 87%
volyn 3.4% 6.9% 89.7%
vinnytsia 48.6% 51.4%
Zakarpattia 3.3% 10% 86.7%
Zaporizhia 1.7% 31% 67.2%
Zhytomyr 2.7% 2.7% 10.8% 83.8%
nationally 1.1% 1.2% 26% 71.7%
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CLOsINg OF POLLINg stAtIONs AND COUNtINg PROCEDUREs
Total number of Precinct Election Commissions (PECs) observed: 94

POLLINg stAtION Urban rUral
75.5% 24.5%

tYPE regUlar SPecial
89.4% 10.6%

gENDER

PEC ROLE FEMALE MALE
chairPerSon 68.1% 31.9%
dePUty 75.3% 24.7%
Secretary 82.6% 17.4%

CIRCUMstANCEs OUtsIDE tHE POLLINg stAtION (Ps)

QUEstION YEs NO
were voters waiting to vote inside the PS at 20:00 hours? 2.2% 97.8%
if yeS, were they allowed to vote? 100% 0%
did the PS close on time? 94.7% 5.3%

QUEstION INtERNAtIONAL 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

DOMEstIC 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

CANDIDAtE/PARtY 
OBsERVERs

which of the following 
categories of observers 
were present at the  
closing of this PS?  

29.8% 33% 96.8%

stEPs tO BE COMPLEtED BEFORE tHE BALLOt BOXEs ARE OPENED

QUEstION YEs NO
were any official complaints filed at this PS during  
the vote?

3.3% 96.7%

was the vl closed and signed by the Pec chairperson 
and Secretary?

93.6% 6.4%

was the number of registered voters on the vl announced? 90.4% 9.6%
was the number of voters’ signatures on the vl announced? 89.4% 10.6%
was the number of voters’ signatures on the vl extracts 
for mobile voting announced?

90.3% 9.7%

did the Pec count and invalidate unused ballots 
according to procedure?

97.9% 2.1%

did the Pec announce the number of unused ballots? 96.8% 3.2%
was the number of used ballot counterfoils announced? 91.4% 8.6%
did the number of voters who received ballots match the 
number of counterfoils?

93.3% 6.7%

was the sum of the number of voters who received 
ballots (pt.7) + the number of unused ballots (pt.2) equal 
the total number of ballots? 

96.7% 3.3%

were all documents packed into separate packages? 98.9% 1.1%
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OFFICIALs AND (UN)AUtHORIzED 
PERsONs IN tHE PEC PREMIsEs

QUEstION YEs NO
were any unauthorized 
persons present 
inside the PS? 

1.1% 98.9%

did any observers or 
candidate/party 
representative 
inform you of 
problems at this PS?

4.3% 95.7%

OPENINg OF tHE BALLOt BOXEs (MOBILE AND stAtIONARY)

QUEstION YEs NO
were the seals of all the ballot boxes intact/undamaged? 100% 0%
was a control sheet found in every regular ballot box and 
two control sheets for every mobile box?

96.8% 3.2%

were ballots for party list and majoritarian candidates separated? 100% 0%
was the choice on every ballot announced aloud? 97.9% 2.1%
were the valid/invalid ballots determined reasonably? 95.7% 4.3%
were the valid/invalid ballots determined consistently? 94.7% 5.3%
were all Pec members free to examine the ballot? 97.9% 2.1%
did the appointed Pec members announce the number 
of invalid ballots?

97.8% 2.2%

was the number of invalid ballots entered in the protocol? 97.8% 2.2%
did the Pec pack and seal the ballots for each candidate/
party separately?

95.7% 4.3%

PROBLEMs AND IRREgULARItIEs

QUEstION YEs NO
observer/s or Pec member/s being expelled from the PS? 1.1% 98.9%
non-Pec member/s participating in the count? 3.2% 96.8%
were figures already entered in the protocols changed 
after opening the ballot boxes?

3.2% 96.8%

official protocol forms pre-signed by Pec members? 10.9% 89.1%
any falsification of vl entries, results or protocols? 2.1% 97.9%
any significant procedural errors or omissions? 10.6% 89.4%
any consistently anomalous marks on ballots (triangles, 
stars, etc.)?

1.1% 98.9%

indications of ballot box stuffing? (e.g. ballots in stacks 
inside box or multiples folded together)?

0% 100%

overcrowding inside the PS? 0% 100%
tension or unrest inside the PS? 5.3% 94.7%

COMPLEtION OF tHE VOtE COUNt PROtOCOL

QUEstION YEs NO
did the Pec complete any “act” on counting discrepancies 
or irregularities?

9.7% 90.3%

did all Pec members agree on the figures entered in 
the protocol?

96.8% 3.2%

did the Pec members have difficulties filling in the protocol? 19.1% 80.9%
was any dissenting opinion of Pec members on the 
count attached to the protocol?

3.2% 96.8%

did any present Pec member refuse to sign the protocol? 1.1% 98.9%
was a copy of the protocol posted for public information? 86.2% 13.8%
did all entitled persons receive copies of the protocols 
upon request?

96.8% 3.2%

did you receive a copy of the protocol? 93.5% 6.5%
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tRANsPARENCY

QUEstION YEs NO
did all persons present have a clear view of the counting 
procedures?

97.8% 2.2%

were you in any way restricted in your observation of the 
counting procedures?

4.3% 95.7%

OVERALL AssEsMENt

QUEstION VERY 
BAD

BAD FAIR gOOD VERY 
gOOD

overall conduct of the counting 
process in PS

2.2% 10.8% – 37.6% 49.5%

overall impression of 
procedures followed

4.3% 6.5% 8.6% 34.4% 46.2%

overall impression of Pec’s 
understanding of procedures

1.1% 9.7% 7.5% 32.3% 49.5%

AssEssMENt OF VOtINg BY REgION

REgION & DEC VERY BAD BAD gOOD VERY gOOD
cherkassy 33.3% 66.7%
chernihiv 100%
chernivtsi 33.3% 66.7%
dniepropetrovsk 50% 50%
donetsk 33.3% 66.7%
ivano-Frankivsk 100%
kharkiv 33.3% 67%
kherson 40% 60%
kirovohrad 25% 25% 50%
khmelnytsky 33.3% 66.7%
kyiv 50% 50%
kyiv oblast 100%
luhansk 50% 50%
lviv 50% 50%
mykolaiv 60% 40%
odessa 16.7% 83.3%
Poltava 66.7% 33.3%
rivne 33.3% 66.7%
Sumy 25% 75%
ternopil 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
volyn 66.7% 33.3%
vinnytsia 33.3% 66.7%
Zakarpattia 33.3% 66.7%
Zaporizhia 16.7% 16.7% 66.7%
Zhytomyr 50% 50%
nationally 2.2% 10.8% 37.6% 49.5% 
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QUEstION YEs NO
did two Pec members accompany the chair and deputy 
with the election material to the dec?

95.5% 4.5%

did police escort the Pec members and the election 
material?

96.5% 3.5%

were the packed documents directly transferred to the dec? 88.2% 11.8%
were the seals on the Pec materials intact upon arrival? 93.7% 6.3%
did the Pec deliver all required documentation to the dec? 94.7% 5.3%

tRANsFER OF VOtE COUNt PROtOCOLs AND ELECtION MAtERIALs
Total transfers observed: 92

PEC PROtOCOL CHECKs

QUEstION YEs NO
did the Pec submit two copies of each of the protocols 
(Smd and national district) to the dec?

96.4% 3.6%

did figures in the protocol display any obvious signs of 
having been altered?

7.1% 92.9%

did the figures in the Pec protocols add up? 82.6% 17.4%
did the dec request the Pec to provide any “amended” 
protocol?

18.3% 81.7%

did the dec decide to recount the Pec ballots? 5% 95%

PROBLEMs AND IRREgULARItIEs

QUEstION YEs NO
did any observers or candidate/party representative 
inform you of problems at this dec?

14.6% 85.4%

any official complaints filed with the dec? 14.9% 85.1%
are there long lines of Pec commissioners waiting 
outside the dec premises to have protocols checked?

44.9% 55.1%

if yeS, were ad hoc procedures used to manage crowds 
outside the dec premises?

67.5% 32.5%

any pressure or intimidation of Pec commissioners 
waiting outside the dec premises?

2.4% 97.6%

overcrowding inside of the dec? 18.5% 81.5%
observers being expelled from the dec? 2.2% 97.8%
Pec correcting or filling in protocol without a formal 
decision?

3.9% 96.1%

did it appear to you that the dec was deliberately 
stalling the acceptance/processing of results?

0% 100%

were you in any way restricted in your observation of the 
Pec handover to the dec?

2.2% 97.8%
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QUEstION YEs NO
were you granted access to observe the entry of Pec 
protocols into the computer system at the dec?

28.8% 71.3%

OVERALL AssEsMENt

QUEstION VERY 
BAD

BAD FAIR gOOD VERY 
gOOD

overall conduct of the handover 
and tabulation procedures is

3.32% 10.9% – 51.1% 34.8%

overall impression of 
procedures followed

1.1% 3.3% 16.3% 39.1% 40.2%

overall impression of dec’s 
understanding of procedures

0% 2.2% 12% 37% 48.8%

AssEssMENt OF VOtINg BY REgION

REgION & DEC VERY BAD BAD gOOD VERY gOOD
cherkassy 66.7% 33.3%
chernihiv 50% 50%
chernivtsi 50% 50%
dniepropetrovsk 16.7% 83.3%
donetsk 33.3% 66.7%
ivano-Frankivsk 100%
kharkiv 28.6% 28.6% 42.9%
kherson 20% 40% 40%
kirovohrad 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
khmelnytsky 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
kyiv 57.1% 42.9%
kyiv oblast 33.3% 66.7%
luhansk 50% 50%
lviv 50% 50%
mykolaiv 75% 25%
odessa 20% 40% 40%
Poltava 33.3% 66.7%
rivne 50% 50%
Sumy 100%
ternopil 50% 50%
volyn 33.3% 66.7%
vinnytsia 100%
Zakarpattia 25% 25% 50%
Zaporizhia 83.3% 16.7%
Zhytomyr 50% 50%
nationally 3.3% 10.9% 51.1% 34.8%
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PEC ROLE FEMALE MALE
chairPerSon 44.9% 55.1%
dePUty 54.4% 46.0%
Secretary 73.7% 26.3%

OBsERVAtION At DIstRICt ELECtION COMMIssIONs (DECs)
Total number of DECs observed: 97

OFFICIALs AND (UN)AUtHORIzED PERsONs IN tHE PEC PREMIsEs

QUEstION YEs NO
were any unauthorized persons present inside the 
dec?  

6.9% 93.1%

any official complaints filed with the dec? 16.1% 83.9%

QUEstION NEVER sOMEtIMEs MOstLY ALWAYs
were the seals on the Pecs’ 
material intact upon arrival?

0.4% 1.6% 20% 78%

did the Pecs deliver all required 
documentation to the dec?

0.8% 32.2% 67.1%

tRANsFER OF PEC PROtOCOLs AND ELECtION MAtERIALs

QUEstION NEVER sOMEtIMEs MOstLY ALWAYs
did the Pecs submit two 
copies of each of the 
protocols to the dec?

0.8% 19.2% 79.9%

did figures in the protocols 
display any obvious signs of 
having been altered?

77.4% 6.3% 8.6% 7.7%

did the figures in the Pec 
protocols add up?

1.7% 9% 54.1% 35.2%

PEC PROtOCOL CHECK

QUEstION INtERNAtIONAL 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

DOMEstIC 
ELECtION  

OBsERVERs

CANDIDAtE/PARtY 
OBsERVERs

which of the following 
categories of observers 
were present at this dec?  

82.4% 69% 90.1%
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QUEstION NEVER sOMEtIMEs MOstLY ALWAYs
were you granted access to 
observe the dec data entry 
of the Pec protocols?

66.5% 2% 1.5% 30%

tRANsPARENCY

PROBLEMs AND IRREgULARItIEs

QUEstION YEs NO
are there long lines of Pec commissioners waiting 
outside the dec premises?

40.2% 59.8%

if yeS, were ad hoc procedures used to manage crowds 
outside the dec premises?

63.1% 36.9%

any pressure or intimidation of Pec commissioners 
waiting outside the dec premises?

3.1% 96.9%

overcrowding inside of the dec? 21.7% 78.3%
observers being expelled from the dec? 0.7% 99.3%
Pec correcting or filling in protocols without a formal 
decision?

4.9% 95.1%

did it appear that the dec was deliberately stalling the 
acceptance/processing of results?

3.7% 96.3%

were you in any way restricted in your observation at  
the dec?

6.5% 93.5%

OVERALL AssEsMENt

QUEstION VERY 
BAD

BAD FAIR gOOD VERY 
gOOD

in general, the overall conduct 
of the handover and tabulation 
procedures at this dec is

1.8% 11.2% – 54.2% 32.9%

overall impression of 
procedures followed

0.7% 5.1% 20.6% 36.1% 37.5%

overall impression of dec’s 
understanding of procedures

2.5% 13.7% 40.1% 43.7%
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AssEssMENt OF VOtINg BY REgION

REgION & DEC VERY BAD BAD gOOD VERY gOOD
cherkassy 14.3% 71.4% 14.3%
chernihiv 25% 25% 25% 25%
chernivtsi 100%
dniepropetrovsk 11.1% 11.1% 44.4% 33.3%
donetsk 50% 50%
ivano-Frankivsk 66.7% 33.3%
kharkiv 12.5% 25% 62.5%
kherson 8.3% 25% 41.7% 25%
kirovohrad 100%
khmelnytsky 9.5% 90.5%
kyiv 54.5% 45.5%
kyiv oblast 37.5% 62.5%
luhansk 50% 50%
lviv 11.1% 88.9%
mykolaiv 25% 55% 20%
odessa 4.5% 72.7% 22.7%
Poltava 18.2% 81.8%
rivne 23.5% 5.9% 70.6%
Sumy 80% 20%
ternopil 16.7% 33.3% 16.7% 33.3%
volyn 54.6% 45.5%
vinnytsia 33.3% 66.7%
Zakarpattia 20% 20% 40% 20%
Zaporizhia 11.4% 80% 8.6%
Zhytomyr 1% 70% 20%
nationally 1.8% 11.2% 54.2% 32.9%
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